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Painter Dictates
Over Fascism
Conference
by Mark Kraft
"Fascism as a period of history
is a living subject," said Borden
Painter, Professor of History at
Trinity. "We are" living in the
shadow of this period, yet do not
fully understand it." Painter is
the organizer of a conference on
Mussolini and Italian Fascism
which Trinity will be hosting on
October 22 and 23.
The main reason Trinity is
holding the conference at Trinity
is to relinquish the "Mussolini
Papers" to the Italian archives.'
These documents, which contain
personal photographs and letters,
were donated to Trinity in 1968 by
a Hartford resident involved in a
raid on Mussolini's Italian Social
Republic headquarters on April
29, 1945.
In 1980 these documents were
published by Trinity in a special
issue of the "Cesare Barbieri
Courier." Painter believes they
should now be placed in a central
archives where they will be more
valuable to historians.
The speakers at the conference
include some of the best known
modern scholors in Italian
History. Two of them, Dennis
Mack Smith, the best known
English speaking historian on
Italian history, and Renzo De
Felice, the leading Italian one,
have both expressed different
views on the controversial period
of Italian Fascism.
Other guests invited to attend
include the Italian Ambassador,
the head of the Italian Cultural
Affairs Section of the Foreign
Ministry, the Director General of
the Italian State Archives, and
other representatives of the Italian
government.
The conference, which falls
within one week of the sixtieth anniversary of Mussolini's March on
Rome, is sponsored by the
Ceasare Barbieri Center of Italian
Studies at Trinity and is open to
both Trinity students and the
general public.

:

Friday, October 22
Session I: 10:30-12:00
documents of the Facist
Period in
the Central Stale Archives of
Rome
Gaetano Contini, Rome
Aldo Ricci, Rome
AAC 320
Session II: 2:00-4:30
The March on Rome and the
Gerarchi:
Fascism and the Myth of
Alberto A qua rone,
University of Rome
Alexander D e G r a n d ,
Koosevelt University
Claudio Segre, University
°' Texas
continued on page 4
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Racial Incident
Jolts College
Community

by Mary Ann Corderman

A Trinity freshman was ousted
from campus housing and is being
censured for racial remarks he
made to a black woman student
during an-argument on Saturday,
October 2nd.

Benito Mussolini (left), leading Italian Fascist, pledges allegiance to the
C£lUSe>

.

photo by Leon Onofri

The incident occurred around
11 p.m. on the third floor of
Jackson Hall. Several residents of
the hall were talking with a
freshman male when he, without
warning, flicked a number of the
circuit breakers off and on for a
few seconds. According to Norma
Davis, a senior and the target of
the racial insults, she promptly
ventured into the hall to determine who had been tampering
with her lights. At this time, Davis
reported in a letter to the Tripod,
"an argument ensued during
which racial insults were thrown
at myself and other black female
students." Several women from a

President Releases Report On
Institutional Priorities Council
by by Ian McFarland
Early last May, President
James F. English drafted1 a.paper
outlining his administration's intentions on the formulation of an
overall plan for the College in the
1980's. The first step in this process was the creation of a committee to conduct an "intensive
review" of the Institutional
Priorities Council Report, 1979,
Regarding the IPC Report,
English wrote, -'It is our present
plan, and it should be challenged,
tested, embellished, and, if
necessary, modified in detail or
even in general direction."
The committee, headed by
Vice-President, Thomas A. Smith
and Associate Administrative
Dean John S< Waggett, met often
over the summer and submitted its
final report last week. The.
eighteen-page report focused on
the areas of curriculum, diversity,
residential life, administration,
faculty and facilities, suggesting
problems and possible solutions
within each of these major
categories.
While generally affirming the
excellence of the College, the
committee recognized several
specific areas in need of improvement, one of which was Trinity's
academic atmosphere. The report
read, "We can construct a community in which excellence in
teaching and in learning is more
fully realized. We can provide a
more enriching experience in our
classrooms and dormitories by
consciously diversifying our

Fellow Missing
Due to a typesetting error in last week's Tripod, one department
s.omitted from the list of President's Fellows, The Engineering
: e Partraent Fellow is Allen N. Lepore.
,.,..,

students, faculty and administration. We can create an atmosphere in which faculty
become more engaged with all
aspoects of college life in ways
which redound to both individual
and institutional benefit."
A major question was whether
or not the open curriculum should
be continued. With regard to this
issue, the report suggested that the
desirability of non-major requirements be studied later on in
the planning process. Also, it was
suggested that a number of programs be implemented "to improve the intellectual tone, style
and civility of residential life."
Other long-term goals included
the hiring and tenuring of more
minority faculty, getting students
involved in the cultural life of
Hartford, weighing the case for

eliminating the present faculty
teaching load (three courses per
semester) in order to encourage
faculty scholarship, and even the
construction of a new one hundred and twenty-five bed dormitory to relieve crowding in
Elton and other dorm facilities.
Now that the Review Committee has completed its main task,
its recommendations have been
passed on to the Project I Committee, the second step in the administration's long-term planning
process. This group is headed by
Dean of the Faculty Andrew G.
De Rpcco and Professor of
PhilosophyiDrew A. Hyland and
includes the Presidential Fellows.
It has met twice so far this year
and has dealt in detail with many
of the topics targeted for study by
the Review Committee.

nearby suite recalled that the
freshman male admitted to playing with the circuit breakers and
that Davis had also complained
that these girls had been banging
on her door, turning off her
lights, playing field hockey
against her door and making
racial slurs. Russell Hall, President of TCB, confirmed that
about a week before the incident
occurred, Davis had told him
these women had been creating
disturbances which she perceived
to be racially motivated. Others
on the hall, however, said it was
the general character of the hall to
flicker the lights and play hockey
in the hall.
After a few words were exchanged between Davis and the
male, security and subsequently
Dean of Students David Winer
were called in to handle the situation. After surveying the situation
at hand, two meetings were
scheduled the following day.
The first meeting on Sunday
was not a disciplinary meeting;
rather, all parties were brought
together in order to obtain an official account of the incident. Present at this meeting were the parties involved, including witnesses,
a reOresentative from TCB, and
the staff of 'the Dean of Students
Office.
Later in the day, Winer, Paula
Chu-Rlchardson and Adrienne
White met with TCB members to
'hear their concerns about race
relations. According to Hall, they
suggested that the affair be handled "informally," so that the conflict could be resolved in the most
constructive manner.
On Monday, disciplinary procedures began and all parties were
again called into present their
sides. The women involved claimed that when they were called in to
testify, Tina Dow, Director of
Residential Services, remarked
that they should have been more
sensitive to Davis' feelings and
continued on page 3
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Kristoi Attacks 'Reagonomics'
by Joy Koscielniak
The Shelby Cullon Davis Endowment formally inaugurated its
new program last Wednesday, October 6, with a well-attended lecture given by Irving Kristoi, entitled "Reaganomics and the
Economist." The main purpose
of the Davis. Endowment is to
familiarize interested, students at
Trinity with the free enterprise
system. This will be done through
additional funding of the
Internship: Program, lectures and by
bringing distinguished scholars in
residence to Trinity, as well as
providing a Davis Endowment
Professor. Gerald Gunderson was
formally introduced as holding
that professorship. .
'
Kristoi, known as the leader of
the "neo-conservatives,": has
written numerous books,, his latest
effort Two Cheers for Capitalism.

He has also been a member of the
faculty at New York University
since 1969 and is now a Professor
of Social Thought at the N.Y.U.
Graduate School of Business Administration. He is the co^editor
of The Public Interest, a regular
•contributor to The Wall Street
Journal and serves as the director
of numerous corporations,
Kristoi expounded on the virtues and faijures of Reaganomics
and the reasons for the great
amount of controversy which
these economic policies have caused b e t w e e n . g o v e r n m e n t
economists.:
,
The first question he brought
up was whether Reaganomics was
indeed working.. At this point, he
stated, "nothing is working"
because there js a world-wide
recession: nowr "resulting from
the self-abuse'-^ of -the world

economy...which will take time to
recover." This self-abuse, which
Kristoi- believes has roots in the
economic policies started in the
early 1970's, included excessively
high tax rates, overextention of
credit, and the waste of loans to
under-developed, unstable countries. However, Kristoi stated that
Reaganomics is coping better with
the problem than any other recent
economic program because it was
not developed to create an instant
cure for the economy, but rather a
gradual change for the better.
Reaganomics is based on microeconomec principles, which deal
with the firm and with the individual, rather than macroeconomic principles which : are
based on the theory that a government can change certain economic
aggregates such as Gross National
continued on page 3
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Announcements
Chapel
On Sunday, October 24 at 8:00
p.m. the office of Compline will
be celebrated in the College
Chapel. Traditionally, Compline
has been the last office of the day.
The format of the service is simple, . low-key and condusive to
meditation. Evening hymns will
be sung and the Chapel singers
will perform. Compline is a
perfect way to end one week and
begin another,
Preceding the service on the
24th at 7:15 p.m. will be an organ
recital performed by assistant
Chapel Organist Floyd-Higgins.
The free recital will feature works
by Bach, Vierne and Dupre.

Christian
Fellowship
The Christian Fellowship will
meet on Thursday, October 14 at
7:30 in Goodwin Lounge. Personal sharing and prayer will be
the focus of this week's meeting.
All are welcome.

English Club
The English Club is planning a
series of coffeehouse discussions
at the English House on Vernon
Street every Wednesday at 4 p.m.
The first discussion topic on October 13 will be on the "Othello"
movies. The series will continue
for the remainder of the semester.
All are welcome to attend.
The Club is also sponsoring, a
trip to the Hartford Stage Company. The play is an American
Folktale by Paul Osborne entitled, "On Borrowed Time." For
more information contact Box
1489 or call Carol at 249-6977.

Environmental
Conference
The first Environmental Conference for New England college
students will be held on November
6-7 at the Lincoln Filene Center,
Tufts University, Medford, MA.
Activities will include speakers,
workshops, informal networking
and films. The.fee for the Conference is $18 (there are some partial scholarships available), For
more information call (617)
381-3451, 381-3291.

Faculty Lecture
The second lecture of the Faculty Research Lecture Series will be
presented on Thursday, October
14 by'Professor Diana Yiannakis
of the Politcal Science Departmerit, t h e topic of the lecture will
be "North vs. South: The Fight
over Federal Aid to the Cities."
The lecture will be held at 4:00
p.m. in the Faculty Club,

Foreign Study
Information
General Information
Meetings
For those considering foreign
study, during the Trinity Term
(Spring 1983), or in 1983-84 or
thereafter, there will be general information meetings in Alumni
Lounge on the following days:
Tuesday, October 19 at 1:30
p.m.
Thursday, October 28 at 9:00
a.m.

Before coming to either of these
meetings (each meeting is identical
to the other and students need only attend one), please obtain the
packet of five sheets (headed by
the "blue sheet") in the Office of
Foreign Study Advising, Williams
118. Please fill out and bring to
the meeting the "Information
Form for Students Considering
Foreign Study" from this packet.

Deadlines for Study
Abroad
All applications to study
abroad for Spring 1983 must be
completed before the end of October 1982. This does not apply to
Trinity's own programs in Cordoba, Spain, and Rome, Italy
(deadlines for those programs
should be sought, respectively,
from Professor Gustave Andrian
and Mrs. Louise Fisher). Students
will then be expected to inform
the Office of Foreign Study Advising of their final decision concerning foreign study for Spring
1983. Notice of this decision is
due on November 15, 1982 and a
notification form will be sent to
all students who have indicated
their interest in foreign study next
term.

Study in Greece
Ms. Laura Griner will be at
Trinity on October 28 to talk with
students interested in Study in
Greece for summer or academic
year after Spring 1983 (no places
are available for Spring 1983).
Please call Mrs. Noonan (ext. 432)
on or after October 20 for place
and time.

British and
European Studies
Group, London
Sometime after October 17,
Mr. C.A.C. Wilson, Principal of
BESGL, will be at Trinity to
discuss with students opportunities for study with his program in London. Please check
with Mrs. Noonan (ext. 432) to
determine the date Mr. Wilson
will be here.

Freshmen

1FC Escorts
The Fraternity Escort system
leaves the circulation desk of the
Library at 10 p.m., 11 p.m. and
12 midnight Sunday through
Thursday evenings. The IFC urges
all students to utilize the service.

Mead Lecture
On October 13, at 8:00 p.m.,
the Economics Department's
Mead Lecture in Economics will
be delivered by Franklyn D.
H o1zm a n, P r o f e s s o r of
Economics at the Fletcher School
of Law and Diplomacy, Tufts
U n i v e r s i t y , and Research
Associate at the Russian Research
Center, Harvard University. The
lecture "Are the Soviets Really
Outspending the U . S . on
Defense?" will be presented in the
Boyer Auditorium of the Life
Sciences Center.

Men's Group
The Trinity College Men's
Group meets every Thursday at
8:30 p.m. at 65 Vernon Street.

Opera Trip

only $2.00 and equipment is
available for member use. Nonmembers can rent equipment
through the Outing Club. Conic
have a great time with us!
This week's upcoming event is
Backpacking in (he Adirondack*,
NY on October 16-24. The sign «P
sheet is in the Mother Foyer. For
more information contact Box
8000 or call 246-9405. The more
the merrier!

Phys.Ed.
Registration
Second quarter classes begin
October 25th (after Open Period).
Register during the week of October 11-15 in Ferris Athletic
Center from 9:00 a.m. till noon,

RAT Is Back
Recycling At Trinity will be
starting up soon, so save your
newspapers and magazines. If
anyone is interested in being a
RAT dorm coordinator, or helping in any other way, please contact ConnPlRG, Box 6000, Save
your Tripods too!

TCB Lecture

A night at the opera? No, not
the Marx Brothers, but a bona
fide full scale opera at the Hartford Civic Center, on Wednesday
night, October 27. Turandot, by
Puccini, will star Metropolitan
Opera soprano Marisa Glavany,
in an oriental feast for the eyes
and ears, complete with a firebreathing dragon. If you're not
already an opera buff, here's your
chance to become one. Trinity
students, faculty, and staff can
buy tickets at Mather Campus
Center and make use of the college consortium arts bus, which
provides c a m p u s - t o - t h e a t r e
transportation.

Outing Club
Feel like getting off campus and
out of the city for a change?
Come join the Trinity Outing
Club with our variety of events
h a p p e n i n g t h r o u g h o u t the
semester. Meetings are every
Thursday night at 7:30 in Alumni
Lounge. Our membership fee is

Festival presents "Fundi: The
Story of lilla Baker." This film
portrays the lil'ework of Ella
Haker, a black woman civil rights
activist si niggling in a maledomiiiatud movement. The film
will be shown twice, once at 7
p.m. and again at 9 p.m. in McCook Auditorium. Admission is
free; d o n a t i o n s cheerfully
accepted.

Lunch Series
Today I he Women's Center
Tuesday Lunch Series welcomes
Sharon Her/.burger of the
Psychology Department, who will
be leading a discussion on
"Perspectives on Child Abuse."
The Center will be open every
Tuesday from 12 until 1:30. Bring
your lunch and join us. Next
Tuesday, October 19 there will be
a potluck lunch discussion.

Midterm Study Break
On Wednesday, October 13 at
10 p.m., the Women's Center will
be open for a study break. Free
coffee and pastries will be served.
All are welcome.

Classifieds

Professor John Brittain of the
University of Connecticut Law
School will lecture on "Affirmative Action" on Tuesday, October 12 at 4:00 p.m. in the Umoja House , 110-112 Vernon Street.
This lecture is sponsored by the
Trinity Coalition of Black
Students.

Juniors/Seniors: Good
paying, part-time jobs with
potential for full-time career
after graduation. Training
sessions starting immediately. For interview call Steve
Whittemoreat 243-9501.

Trinity Review

The TRINITY IR1POD
Vol. LXXXJ, Issues
October 12,1982
The TRINITY TRIPOD is
published weekly on Tuesday, except vacations, during
the academic year. Student
subscriptions are included in
the student activities fee;
other subscriptions arc
$15.00 per year. The TRINITY TRIPOD is printed by
Imprint, Inc., West Hartlord, CT. and published at
Trinity College, Hartford,
CT. Advertising rates are
$3.00 per column inch,
$30.00 per eighth page and
$55.00 per quarter page.

The Trinity Review is accepting
submissions of all types of
creative work (poems, short
s t o r i e s , essays, d r a w i n g s ,
photographs, etc.) from all
members of the Trinity community. The deadlines are October 14
for literary work and November
12 for artwork. Submit to Box
4000.

Women's Center
Film
This Friday, October 15 the
Women's Center Friday Film

Please remember to redeem
your coupons from Welcome
Wagon.

Glamour
Competition
Glamour Magazine has announced its annual Top Ten College Women Competition for
1983. A panel of the magazine's
editors will select ten outstanding
young women for recognition in
the August 1983 issue. Each winner will also receive an award of
$1,000 and a gift from Glamour.
The ten finalists will be selected
on the basis of their records of
achievement in academic studies
and/or for achievements in personal, campus, or community activities. As part of the application
process, candidates are asked to
write a short essay describing the
most meaningful experiences of
their college career.
Applications for Trinity
students are available from
William L. Churchill, Director of
Public Relations, at 79 Vernon St.
(ext. 359). Materials must be submitted to Glamour by December
1, 1982.

I INTERN sh i p
Juniors or Seniors with a 3.0 average
interested in Congress'? Earn 16 credits
on Capitol Hill.
• Unique Internships based on your
interests. Work with members of Congress in their offices and on their committees.
• Seminars with leading government
experts, focusing on current policy
issues.
• Washington Faculty headed by
the chairman of the Congressional
Intern Advisory Council.
• Discussion Groups to share information and opinions with fellow student
participants from around the country
Filing deadline for Semester II
November 1,
For applications and information.

BOSTO

y

Washington Legislative Internship Program
College of Liberal Arts —Room 302
725 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston, MA 02? 15
617/353-2408

An Equal Opportunity Institution
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Racism Incites Controversy

continued from page 1
more understanding of what was
going on because she was a
minority.
After listening to all sides and
consulting with others in the Dean
of Students Office, Dow made the
decision to remove the male student from campus housing
"indefinitely" and censure him
fro violating several college
regulations, including one that
prohibits racial discrimination.
The student was also issued a pensum, requiring him to report to
White in order to devise a program that will "enhance racial
relations within the college." In addition, all four women were
asked to extend, as a matter of
common courtesy, a written
apology to Davis for "general insensitivity;" Two of the four"
women have also been asked to
develop a program in their dor-

mitory to address the issues of
"civility, general consideration of
others and racial sensitivity."
Regarding the male student's pensum and the womens' awareness
f o r u m , Dow r e m a r k e d ,
"although we are not always able
to make punishment educational,
there was a real push for it this
time. All of us at times can be insensitive to the feelings of others
without realizing it," she continued. "One doesn't have to be
blatantly aggressive to level a
great deal of hurt on someone."
Winer stressed that the incident
raised two important issues: the
general condition within the college and the general condition of
humanity. "The college will not
tolerate any sort of racism on this
campus," Winer firmly stated,
"but once we get beyond this incident we expect every student to
act with prudence and sensitivity

Professor H. McKim Sieele discusses U.S. foreign policy at AD.
photo by Whitney Rogers

AD Sponsors Steele
For Fireside Ghat
by Judith Wolff
and Bryan Chegwidden
On Wednesday night October
6, at the Alpha Delta Phi fraternity, Professor H. McKim Steele
spoke on the subject of U.S.
foreign policy in the Middle East.
The professor's forty minute lecture was the first in a series of
AD^sponsored fireside chats
which will continue throughout
the year.
Professor Steele opened by saying that although it may be a
cliche, foreign policy does not
change rapidly. The reasons for
this are twofold: first, despite
their apparent instability, Middle
Eastern countries and their
respective leaders stay essentially
the same. In other words, the
principal actors stay the same in
this particular arena of foreign
policy. Secondly, the U.S.,
despite having presidential elections every four years, has not
drastically changed its foreign
policy, objectives.
American foreign policy, Steele
pointed out, has had three principal priorities since 1948: 1)
solidifying the Northern Tier;
which demonstrates the United
States' desire to maintain a buffer
zone of pro-American nations
around the Soviet Union. This
; Steele calls "containment." 2) To
protect U.S. energy interests in
the Persian Gulf and 3) a strong
political, cultural and social identification with Israel.
Next, Steele pointed out that
Israel is not our only ally in the
Middle East; in fact, Saudi
Arabia, Jordan and Egypt are our
allies as well. Steele argued that
this is not a contradiction: "who
said diplomacy had to be neat?
...Diplomacy is the art of main-

taining alternatives."
Steele pointed out that since
Reagan has come to power, he has
failed to uphold two of his three
main foreign policy planks outlined during his campaign for the
presidency. Initially, Reagan's intent was to rally all anticOmmunist forces in the area to
crusade against" communism;
Steele said that this, "probably
sounded great out in Peoria."
Reagan also intended to win back
Iran after the Carter administration had lost it. On both of these
points Reagan has failed to keep
his campaign promises. Only in
relation to our continued support
of Israel has the president kept his
word.
In his conclusion, Steele expressed the opinion that the U.S.
is slowly affecting a multinational peace settlement in the
Middle East. To achieve this goal,
the U.S. is backing Israel into a
corner, trying to force an agreement vis a vis the Palestinian
question.
Student reaction to Professor
Steele's lecture was positive. One
AD brother, J.D., said, "It was
an enjoyable,way to spend some
time outside of the library and to
relieve some academic pressure. I
thought the lecture was very informative. It just goes to show that
even in the Middle East, it's a dog
eat dog world." George Abe,
A.D.'s corresponding secretary,
emphasized that more fireside
chats are planned; for this semester
and encouraged students to attend. Abe said "we feel that
fireside chats provide a comfortable atmosphere which is conducive to student-faculty interaction. The lectures,are open to the
public and we urge the campus to
take advantage of them."

to all people. Our hope is that he
(the freshman male) learns
something about sensitivity."
Mixed reaction followed public
announcement of the decision.
"Some people said it was too
severe while others said it was not
severe enough," Dow noted.
While Davis was not completely
satisfied with the outcome, according to Hall, the decision divided
members of TCB. Some members
felt they should take what they got
while others, generally upperclassmen, "the Dean walked a
tightrope. He did what he could
do so as not to offend any one
party," Hall remarked, "but we
felt one par;ty was right and one
was wrong, and in order to do
justice, he had to offend one
party.
The women that were charged
with "general insensitivity" felt
the whole matter was not handled
well by the administration. We
were assumed guilty and had to
prove ourselves innocent," they
remarked. "Furthermore, we ,
didn't know what we were being
charged with. We are concerned
that our rights were no upheld,"
they added. "We believe in
human rights but equal rights.
The administration is prominority," they continued, "and
they are oencerned about minority
rights. They strive for equal rights
and yet they don't follow through
with this idea."

Irving Krislol presents 'Neo-Conservative' ideals at Wednesday's lecture.
photo by David Siskinil

Reagan Blamed
For Recession Woes
continued from page 1
Product or unemployment by
manipulation of the economy as a
whole. The micro-economic
policy is considered by Kristol to
be the most correct policy because
it is that which would encourage
people toward the "natural inclination to better their condition
by working." The economy will
grow if people are encouraged to
work, save, and invest.
However, even if the U.S.
recovers, it is unlikely that the
economy will be prosperous "if
other countries follow selfdestructive policies." If a worldwide recovery does not take place
along with a U.S. recovery, of
course we would be negatively

When asked what kind of an
impact this incident will have on
the Trinity community, Winer
remarked, "One can only hope
that it will increase everyone's
awareness and sensitivity. If we
accomplish that, we will have
been highly successful."

Budget
Committee
Convenes

a f f e c t e d . •. / - . . . . • „ . v

The Budget Committee will
meet Thursday, October 14 at
9:15 pm in the Alumni Lounge
across from the Washington
Room. Presidents and Treasurers
of the various organizations are
strongly encouraged to attend and
obtain important information
from their budget liasons. Here
are the liasons and their respective
groups.
Steve Norton
Christian Fellowship
Coalition of Blacks
CCISL
Photo Club
ConnPIRG
Dave Hemingson
CCAT
Dance Club
Psychology Club
WRTC
Kate Land
Community Outreach
Computing and Engineering
Society
Ivy

• .

•

•

Newman Club
Women's Organization
Brian Wanerman
CBWO
Senior Ball
. Tripod
Bantam Barbell
Mike Ziskind
Amnesty International
ASIA
Outing Club
SGPB
Tutoring
Paul Newman
Ski .Team
'
Women's Ski Team
Water Polo
Transportation;
S G A

•'•'•

•

Sue Morrison
AIESEC
Hillel.

,

:

Review ,/;
World Affairs

;•;•;.

'

' ; .•••" •

,

According to Kristol, one problem that Reaganomics did not attend to early,enough is monetary
policy. Because "we live in a
credit economy in which the role
of credit and money is not fully
understood," the monetary policy
which Reaganomics has adopted
"has made the recession worse
than it need have b e e n . "
Whenever the inflation rate is
lowered, a recession will always
follow, but the original goal was
to bring down inflation gradually
so that a shallow and brief recession would follow. However, inflation has slowed down much too
quickly, resulting in the deep
recession we are now facing.
Cutting tax rates and slowing
down the rate of growth of
government expenditures will
eventually efficacious, according

to Kristol, in creating a strong
economic recovery. As though recent tax cuts have not been as effective as has been predicted,
Kristol believes that when we get
out of this recession, these cuts
will serve to stimulate economic
growth through reinvestment of
the money into private enterprise.
Although he feels that the
government should cut taxes,
Kristol believes that the government should also increase defense
spending. He reasons that the
money going into defense spending goes to private industry so as
to create more jobs in the private
industry so as to create more jobs
in the private sector, while also
producing national security. The
extra money given to the defense
, industry-would result from the reallocation of money within the
budget.
However, if the U.S. were to
create an even larger deficit in
creating correct policies, according to Kristol, this will not create
a big problem. Because the
deficit, when adjusted to the inflation rate, is not much higher than
it was a decade ago, an increase of
the deficit would have minimal effect on the economy. There could
also be a case for debt if it permitted the government to create or
take advantage of' opportunities
which would be conducive to
economic recovery.
Optimistically, Kristol concluded that once we are out of the
recession, "we shall see this (U.S.)
economy positioned for economic
growth."

SGPB Discloses
Agenda For
McGovern's Visit
George McGovern, former
Senator from South Dakota and
presidential candidate, will visit
Trinity College today, McGovern
will participate in a variety of activities, according to Ted Hartsoe,
organizer of McGovern's visit. At .
4:00 p.m. McGovern will sit in on
a special meeting of political
science classes, Following "the
class, he will meet with members
of the press shortly after 5:00 in
the Faculty Club. Following his
meeting with the press, President
and Mrs English will host a small
dinner party for McGovern at
their house. The. primary attraction of his visit will be the lecture

entitled A Perspective oh the '80s
given by McGovern at 8:00 p.m.
in Goodwin Theatre in the Austin
Arts Center. Following the lecture, there will be a recerjtion
open to the entire Trinity community in the Widrier Gallery.
"We are very fortunate to be
able to bring George McGovern to
Trinity," Hartsoe remarked. "He
is an excellent speaker and a
fascinating politician," he continued, "and we've tried to arrange his schedule so he has as
great an opportunity to meet with
students asis possible. It should
be an exciting day."
,
,/
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Update
The October 5th meeting of the Student Government Association was
highlighted by the election of student liasons to specific faculty, trustee
( and community committees.
The meeting began with an address by Chairman John Bonelli who
. dicussed the function of the Hartford Outreach Committee. Elected to
the liasoti positions for this group were Phillips O'Brien and Dawn
Harvey by unanimous acclaim.
The SGA then took up the tabled discussion of filling the vacancies on
the Faculty Commission of Admissions and Financial Aid. Charlene
Sinclair of T.C.B. was elected as the minority representative by
unanimous acclaim and Jeff Barsch was chosen to fill the male SGA position, with the stipulation that he report to the SGA once a month.
Next, T.C.B. President Russell Hall presented his ideas about pertinent
college issues. Hall moved that the SGA vote 1) to have Awareness Day
(Week) held this semester father than being postponed until next semester
and 2) to issue a statement on the racial harassment which occured in
Jackson Hall two weekends ago. More specifically, Hall advised the SGA
to issue a reprimand in addition to the one coming forth from the Dean
. I.-- 1 1 ,. ,:! '., I ,|1 I
Hamlin Dining Hall looks bare before Hie Iransformalion.
of Students.In response to Hall's initial request, Anne Collins moved to
form a committee to discuss the feasibility of holding Awareness Weeek
this semester.The idea was accepted and members Tom Hampton, Tina
Tricharichi, Dave Hemingson, Cara Bacnenheimer and Todd Knutson
will compose the newly formed group. The committee is to report to the
SGA on October 12th regarding the issue. Todd Beati invited the TCB to
attend the Steering Board meeting on Thursday to discuss the Jackson
harassment incident.
Next on the SGA agenda was the election of a new representative to fill
idea if you want lo go out to dinby Kay Uurkc
the vacant position on the Athletic Advisory Committee. Sis Van Cleve
October 26, Rock Corner (nil lack transportation."
The Hamlin Dinner Club is a
was chosen to represent the SGA here for a special two year term.
nish Game lien-- --$K.7S
The "lUunlin Dinner Club's"
new alternative available to TriniThe matter of electing student and trustee liasons was the next order of
N o v e m b e r 2, Veal
{dilative entree plan is:
business for the members of the SGA. Elected to the various positions ty students, faculty, and adMiirsnla
•--$10.00
October 12, Broiled
ministration. Produced by SAGA
were
November 9, New York
English Lamb Chops--$ 10.25
Food Service, the club operates in
Faculty Committees:
Strip Steak-S 10.50
Hamlin Hall each Tuesday from
College Affairs - Chris Sullivan
O c t o b e r 19, Beef
A $1.50 entree discount is of6:00-7:30 p.m. Reservations must
Career Counseling - Anne Collins
Slush kebob
$8.75
fered lo meal plan students.
be made by noon on Tuesday by
Library Board - Margaret Figueroa
calling SAGA on extension 261.
Curriculum - Margot Blattman
Academic Dishonesty Appeals Board - Leif Fellinger
A c c o r d i n g to M a n a g e r
Trustee Committees:
Margaret Benson, the " Hall" has
continued from page 1
lioch College
Mc( 'ook Aud.
Physical Plant - Tom Hampton
a seating capacity of approximatePaul
Corner,
University
of
Session
IV:
1:45-4:00
p.m.
Admissions/Financial Aid - Dave Hemingson
ly eighty persons. Tables of six are
Reading
McCook Aud.
Institutional Development - Anne Collins
1930s
served mostly by student waiters
Lecture: 8:00 p.m.
Student Life - Todd Knutson
Charles Del/ell, Vatulerbilt
and waitresses in a typical
The Fascist Regime in the
After the elections, Henry D'Auria presented the SGA with an update restaurant manner. Each dinner
University
on the Faculty Fraternity Committee. D'Auria announced that the com- includes an appetizer (clipice of at
Roland Sarti, University of
Who Killed Matteotti?
mittee was presently studying the fraternities and their role in the social least fruit or soup), salad (tossed
Massachusetts
Denis Mack Smith, Oxford
life at Trinity and stated that the group would be coming to a decision on or spinach), main entree, potato
Akin Cassels, McMaster
University
Goodwin Theatre
the matter within a month. It was also stated that a student forum would and vegetable, coffee and dessert.
University
take place on October 13th to allow students to express their feelings
Chef and Production Manager
Saturday, October 23
A. William Salomone,
about the fraternities. In response to the Committee's update, Chris John Cycenas claims that the difSession III: 9:30-12:00
University of Rochester
McSullivan moved to conduct a student poll to discern their stance on the ference between regular SAGA
Aspects of Italian Fascism
Cook And.
matter. The motion was defeated by a vote of 31-3. A Motion for the and "Hamlin" meals is that the
Lecture: 5:00 p.m.
Wallace Sillanpoa, UniverSteering Board to draft a statement on fraternities for the SGA to work latter's "quality is better." He
sity of New Hampshire
The Diary, Memoirs and
from was brought up and this was approved by a vote of 16-11. It was notes that, " F o r Hamnlin,
Alberto Traldi, City ColPapers of Dint> Grumli
decided that a special meeting of the SGA would be called for Monday, gourmet meat cuts are used and
lege of New York
Renzo De Felice, UniversiOctober 12th at 9:30 pm to debate the fraternity question.
meal preparation is longer and
Michael Lest?., Trinity
ty of Rome
McCook Aud.
Other motions which were approved were 1) to grant ad hoc status to considerably more careful, This is
College
All sessions and lectures are
the Trinity Alcohol Awareness Program, and 2) for the SGA to ap- due to the fact that eighty meals
Franklin Hugh Adler, Anopen to the public.
propriate nine hundred dollars from the special projects budget to help are easier to prepare than the
fund the upcoming George McGovern lecture; total cost: 3,750 dollars
1,000 necessary for Mather."
The meeting was concluded with a discussion of the Nuclear Freeze
Manager Benson describes
Resolution. This matter was tabled until a later date.
Hamlin's progress as "getting
It should be noted that.next week's tuesday night meeting of the SGA there slowly, but surely. We are
will be cancelled due to the 8:00 p.m. lecture of George McGovern.
really trying to cater more to
students. Our success will be due
to greater Trinity student body
participation and various groups
are encouraged to attend."
One student was censured for physical assault to another student.
Junior Robert Mucilli is one
A group of students was admonished for excessive noise in the dorwho has taken advantage of the
mitoiy and for not immediately responding to a request for quiet.
club and feels that, "The food
service, quality, and preparation
One student was admonished for throwing an apple out of a winis very good. The prices are comdow at someone.
.
parable to any fine eating
One student was fined, required to pay for damages, and given a 5
establishment. It is also a good
hour pensum with TAAP for damage done to a vending machine
while the student was drunk.
One student was fined and had to pay for damage done to a window
Thanks to you it works
as a result of a fist through that window.
. . . for all of us
A group of students was fined for having a dog.
A group of students was fined for having a cat.
One student was required to pay for damages to college property.
191 Ann St.
525-3003
Two students, on separate occasions, were required to extend written apologies to people who had complained about noise.
ENTERTAINMENT NIGHTLY
A group of students was issued a warning for excessive noise.
10/12 WORD OF MOUTH
Two legal pets (boaqonstrictors) were confined to their quarters
United
Way
2 for I -9-11
p.m.
(terrariums)..

Hamlin Dinner Club: Saga's
Answer to Discriminating Taste

Conference Announced

Discipline File

THE RUSSIAN LADY CAFE

ol the Capital Area

10/13

~

10/14

-

MIDNIGHT RESCUE
$1,00

§4741113

PACKAGE STOiE
g£sw iftHSn Am. HirtfMS, Conn.
(comer Henry St. next to Comer Tap)

10/15 &
10/16 10/17

~

10/18

-

Shots

9-10 8! 11-12

FAST CITY
DAILY PLANET
KEVIN DAHILL
HAI KV
50* DRlftKS 9-1 1

TRINITY STUDENTS WELCOME
Neat Attire & Proper ID Required
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—Features
Bells Chime
Tradition
by Ian McFarland
One hundred steps up the
Chapel tower lies the Carillon,
and though it is probably the most
listened to (as well as the most immense) instrument on campus, it
remains a mystery to much of the
the Trinity Community. "If we
have any real goal," explains
Laura Dyson, member of the
Trinity Guild of Carillonneurs,
' ' 'it is to have the campus become
more aware of the bells."
The first thing that must be
understood about the Carillon is
that it is a musical instrument, not
simply a collection of conventional church bells. In fact, the
Carillon is set up rather like a
piano, except that its "keyboard"
is made up of extended pegs that
are struck with the fist, not simply
touched by the fingers.

A view of the carillon key board from below shows the instrument's internal mechanisms.
photo by Whitney Rogers

The Ultimate Sport: Frisbee!
by Judith Wolff
Say the word "frisbee," and a
series of specific connotations
may come to mind. After asking
several people for their immediate
reaction to the word, these are
some of the responses I got:
"DOGS!" - "Cutting school.
The beach" -- "Bandanas.Bare
feet and 'smoking pot." - "Being
mellow. Hangin' out!"
'
Some people who play frisbee
may smoke pot, cut classes and
hang out. Yet with the rising
popularity of Ultimate Frisbee
across American campuses, the
stereotypes associated with that
lazily spinning orb will have to be
re-thought and re-defined.
Trinity has its own Ultimate
Frisbee team. Its members are "as
enthusiastic and competitive as
any other sport players are," says
one Ultimate member. Another
teammate noted/'It's not the
'Dead-Head,' pot-smoking,
crowd you might think it is."
Sure, the object is to have fun.

But the object is also to win and
that's as American as playing the
stock market.
Played on a field roughly the
size of a soccer field, the object of
the game is to move the frisbee
over the opposing team's goal
line. Upon receiving a pass, the
player must stop running, as soon
as momentum allows, and pass to
another member! With seven:
players to a team, (Trinity's entire
team has 25 players), positions are
played either according to zones,
or man-to-man. Ultimate can
either be played by the point
system, with fifteen points to the
game, or by timed halfs. Trinity's
Ulitmate co-captains, Tricia
Zengerle and Dave "Wobbie"
Wobbenhurst, have recently instituted half hour drills before
practice in order to increase playing endurance.
The team travels every weekend
in the fall and spring, to play in
tournaments held at other colleges
in the area. Ultimate Frisbee is a

Tuesday, October 12
6:00-7:30 p.m.

national association, with
established teams at nearly every
New England college.
Two weekends ago, a tournam e n t a t U n i v e r s i t y of
Massachusetts in Amherst drew
teams from seventy-six New
England schools. So you see, the
game is far from obscure.
The ultimate team is presently
seeking to obtain premarient club
funding from the S.O.A. With'its
present "ad hoc" status, the team
receives some funding and priority in field use. Members hope that
within the near future enough
money will be provided to purchase uniforms.
The team practices every weekday afternoon from 4:30 until
6:00 p.m. on the lower fields.
Anyone who is interested in playing is encouraged to speak to. cocaptains Zenegerle and/or Wobbenhurst. If neither can be reach:
ed, just show up at practice.- "We
d o n ' t discriminate against
anybody. Ultimate gives students
who aren't involved in a formal
sport a chance to get some excercise," explained one team
member. So if you can throw or
catch a frisbee, why not check it
out?

Attached to the pegs are slim
metal cables that run up from the
keyboard to the bells at the very
top of the tower. When a peg is
struck, it pulls on a hammer inside
the corresponding bell and causes
the note to sound. The Carillon at
Trinity has forty-nine such bells.
Interestingly enough, the
original plans for the Chapel did
not include a Carillon, the funds
for which were donated in
memory of Trinity alumnus John
Langdon Plumb by his parents.
Thanks to their generosity, when
the Chapel was completed in
1932, it had its Carillon.

by Rita Cordova
The organization La Voz
Latina, a support group for Latin
American students at Trinity, has
experienced development created
by changes in the student body.
While the organization, formerly
known as the Association LatinaAmericana, aspires to increase
Latin awareness within the college, it also retains an awareness
of similar... roles in the Hartford
community.
La Voz Latina welcomes any
s t u d e n t s , faculty, or administrators who are concerned
with the promotion of the Latin
culture, regardless of the student's
race or religious affiliation.
One of its primary interests is
establishing greater unity among

Pregnancy
Termination

accompanied by Vegetable and Potato

$

10.25

•FREE Pregnancy Tests
•Evening Appointments at Reduced Fee
•Professional Counseling
•Birth Control Services

or

Quiche of the'Dav

$

Summit is a Connecticut state licensed
abortion center, complete with modern
medical facilities and on-premises
laboratory. Since 1973, our Centers
throughout the country have been
recognized for providing quality medical care.

6.25

Served with your choice of
Fresh Fruit Compote or French Onion Soup
Tossed Three Green Salad or Spinach Salad
N.Y. Style Cheesecake or Special Parfait
DISCOUNT PRICE FOR MEAL TICKET HOLDERS
Lamb Chops $8.75
Quiche $4.75

Reservations Accepted Call Ext. 261

Summit Women's Center
523-5275
345 No. Main St.
(Bishops Corner)
West Hartford

Collect Calls Accepted
/

Anyone can become a member
of the Trinity chapter of the
Guild. After many weeks of
lesons and a successful recital, one
is presented with a set of keys to
the Chapel and tower and is integrated into the schedule of performances. At present the Guild
at Trinity has five 'key-holding'
members, along with newly appointed Resident Carillonneur
Daniel Keho, '78.
In addition to Sunday services,
each Carillonneur plays one night
a week from about 5:00 to 5:15
pm. Members of the Guild also
perform for special occasions
ranging from weddings to birthdays to Matriculation and other
College functions.
Carillon lessons are given every
Wednesday evening starting at
5:00. Lessons can be begun at any
time during the semester and
anyone who would like to learn to
play the Carillon or who would
just like to find out more about it
is encouraged to come.

LA Voz Latina Unifies

Fine Dining in Hamlin
Broiled English Lamb Chops

With the completion of Chapel
construction, then Trinity President Ogilby decided to form a
group to learn to play on the bells,
and so founded what was to
become the Guild of Carillonneurs of North America. When
the Guild celebrated its fiftieth anniversary last year, over one hundred Carillonneurs from across
the country assembled at Trinity
to celebrate.

333-1822

211 Middle Street
. Bridgeport

Latin students. In this way, the
student body will become more
responsive to Latin needs and
more capable of invoking those
changes indispensable to their
social and educational welfare at
Trinity.
:
Through its concentrated efforts, La Voz Latina also strives
to maintain communications with
the Latin community in the Hartford area as well as to advance an
understanding of the Third World
in general.To achieve these goals,
La Voz Latina has served a series
of varied programs encompassing
a wide range of topics including
lectures, discussions, and films on
many developing n a t i o n s .
"Fidel," an in-depth interview
with Cuban leader Fidel Castro,
will be shown at Yale this
Wednesday at 8:30 p.m. in the
Davies Auditorium in Becton
Center. A lecture by the film's
director Saul Landau will precede
the screening at 7:30 p.m. The
film and lecture are part of a
Latin American Film Festival this
fall sponsored by the University
of Connecticut and Yale.
La Boz Latina has also sponsored the production of modern
and classic Spanish drama in addition to dance programs, exhibitions of Hispanic art, musical
concerts and recitals, and social
gatherings. The promotion of
these interests has resulted in the
involvement of such community
organizations as The Puerto
Rican Scholarship Fund and The
Puerto Rican Political Action
Committee.
By increasing the number of
Latin participants at Trinity, La
Voz Latina strives to enhance the
welfare and interests of Latins in
the student body, administration
and faculty.
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Greater Hartford
Group Seeks To Reclaim City's Riverfront
in downtown office building
heightened local awareness of the
by John E. Hardy
potential held by the riverfront.
Throughout most of its history,
Keenly aware of the magnificent
the city of Hartford had one eleview possible from skyscraper
ment which was central to its
windows, developers have
development and daily life: its
scrambled for space near the
riverfront. From the early 17th'
river. Fearing that the developcentury when Hartford was
ment of all riverfront land parcels
established as a trading post, to
might preclude future public acthe early twentieth century when
the city was in its heyday as an incess, the City Planning Departdustrial giant, the 6.6 mile Conment drafted a report, Basic
necticut riverfront served as a
Criteria for Guiding Riverfront
means of t r a n s p o r t a t i o n ,
Revitalization in August, 1980.
livelihood, and recreation for
The City Council endorsed the
residents. Freighters and steamreport, and created a riverfront
boats docked at the foot of State
planning process in February,
Street. Ferries discharged hun1981.
dreds of immigrants from New
Central to this planning process
York who came to seek employis Riverfront Recapture, Incorment in Hartford's factories.
porated (RRI). Through a process
Children swam and fished from
designed to include input from
wharves and tree-lined shores. In
citizens, business, and city ofan earlier period, shipbuilding
ficials, RRI was charged by the
flourished. Protection of the ship
City Council with the formulation
cargos by local merchants in the
of a long-range plan to "reach the
18th century gave birth to the
river." RRI was not provided any
city's insurance industry. As late
funding by the original agreement
as the 1930's, residents found ac• W h the city. Rather, it is a
cess to the riverfront an easy task.
private, non-profit organization
dependent on the business
Along with all of the benefits
community.
which Hartford derived from its
riverfront, there was one major
Late last spring, RRI presented
flaw. The Connecticut River rises
its initial study on the riverfront
and falls between 3 and 13 feet,
and its potential for development.
except during storms when it can
The summer months were spent
rise up to 38 feet or more. The city
gathering input and information
suffered many disastrous floods.
from government agencies and the
Accounts tell of shops and homes
public. RRI is now formalizing a
being damaged or destroyed. By
firm master plan based on this inthe early part of this century,
put. This master plan is due to be
most of Hartford's river comsubmitted for approval by both
merce had ended, and its
the City Council, and the Comeconomic activity moved uphill.
mission on the City Plan in
; After two major floods in 1936
December.
and, 1938 wiped out most of the
The initial study released by
remaining buildings near the
RRI is a 20-year plan. It encomriver, the city decided to take
passes the banks of the Connecaction.
ticut stretching from Windsor to

>separatin

from Colt Point,

S

As current rhetoric goes, the city "turned its back" on the river.
Hartford constructed a massive
45-foot-high dike which protected
the city, but physically separated
it from the river. Later, during the
1950's, interstate highway 1-91
was added along the dike, and the
break between Hartford and the
Connecticut River was completed.
Today, the only existing riverrelated area in the city is Riverside
Park, a little-used, often-flooded
patch of green north of the
downtown area.
Since the completion of the dike
system, city leaders have often
discussed ways of improving access to the river. The recent boom

Hartf

for efforts at improving access to
the river throughout the city, as
well as building paths, sitting
areas, concession areas, and
docks and piers for fishing and
boating. The study also suggests a
" r i v e r w a l k , " a continuous
pedestrian and bicycle route
which would run along the river,
linking neighborhoods, recreational facilities, and commercial
properties, as well as connecting
Hartford and East Hartford. In
the central portion of the project
between Riverside Park and Colt
Point, the plan outlines a more intensively developed tree-lined
esplanade and landscaped park
featuring boat piers, amphitheaters, and sitting areas.
RRI points to the plethora of
land which exists in the original
river floodplain. Now protected
by the dikes, RRI believes that the
land is ideal for light industry and
office/research development. The
land is easily accessible to 1-91 and
to local neighborhoods, RRI
predicts that commercial development of riverfront areas such as
the North Meadows, South
Meadows, and Colt Point could
bring an additional 5,000-7,000
jobs to Hartford. Of this total,
almost half (2,500-3,000) would
be expected to go to Hartford
residents.
RRI's design points out that
riverfront development will accelerate the housing market in adjacent neighborhoods. The
group's proposal recommends
development of 1,200 new and
renovated housing units, with incentives such as tax breaks for
developers. The study also emphasizes the requirement that new
developments need to produce
housing which would be affor-

o « I deft) from the Connecticut River (right). View Is looking north

Wethersfield on the Hartford
side, and from the Bulkeley
Brklge to the Charter Oak Bridge
on the East Hartford side. The
study delineates six geographical
areas for development: the North
Meadows, Riverside P a r k ,
Downtown, Dutch Point/Colt
Park, the South Meadows, and
East Hartford. Emphasized in
each of these areas are ways to
meet needs for improved recreational facilities, job opportunities,
and housing.
RRI states in its 48-page
brochure that "the greatest opportunity the river and its immediately adjacent land offer is
for recreation." The concept calls

dable to all income ranges. Plans
presented this summer called for
at least 1/3 of the housing to go to
moderate income groups.
Hartford Mayor Thirman L.
Milner has expressed his support
for the preliminary plan. Addressing a recent public information
forum held by RRI, he stressed
that "the plan is talking about our
needs, it's talking about jobs, it's
talking about housing development." The Mayor added that
"the plan will lose my support if I
find it not in the interests of the
residents of Hartford." It is from
some of these residents that the
strongest opposition to RRI has
come.
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RRI's preliminary design for rcvitall/tition of Hartford's riverfront area.
Tnpnil I ik' I'ltuto

Members of both the Asylum
Hill Organizing Project and the
south end neighborhood coalition, Hartford Areas Rally
Together (HART), have blasted
the city and RRI for proposing
what HART members term a
"corporate
playground
downtown." The coalition says
thai specific neighborhood problems such as housing, unemployment, crime, and city services
must be addressed now by the city
and local companies, before any
resources are devoted to the
massive 20-year riverfront
project.
RRI has been accused by
HART of emphasizing the shortrange recreational aspect of .the
project, the thrust of which lakes
place between Riverside Park and
Colt Point. HART claims that the
long-range plans for jobs and
housing were added in an attempt
to appease the neighborhood
groups. There is also skepticism
within the group whether the corporations would actually see the
project through to its conclusion,
or beg off after the completion of
the downtown segment. HART
points to RRI's proposal to lower
1-91 and extend Constitution
Plaza toward the river, connected
by steps to the riverfront
esplanade. The coalition feels that
the entire project is designed to
make the downtown area more
aesthetically pleasing for corporate workers by establishing a
"playground" which they can use
on lunch breaks and after work.
Riverfront Recapture consultants contend that HART's
demands are answered by the
preliminary plans, which include
more taxable properties and opportunities for employment during and after the related construction processes. They indicate that
RRI will carry on its plan, even if
Federal highway monies are
unavailable to finance the 1-91
project. Both RRI officials and
Mayor MiSner also stress that the
riverfront project would not
preclude
neighborhood
assistance. Milner told the recent
public forum, "Our corporate
community has billions and

billions of dollars. Why not go
after some of it? They also can
and s h o u l d help in our
neighborhoods." Discounting
HART's claim that the corporate
interest was self-serving, Milner
asked the crowd, "Why can't we
have two at once?"
HART counters Milner's.
statements by claiming that local!
c o r p o r a t i o n s I) a v e n ever
demonstrated a willingness to help
with neighborhood problems, and
that this .situation shows no signs
of improvement. The organization also claims that there is not
enough money available from corporations and the city government
for both the riverfront project and
neighborhood needs. Members
charge that they have already been
told by some corporations that
there would be no funding
available to HART because support has been committed to the
riverfront program.
The Federal Highway Administration also delivered a major setback to the scheme when it
ruled two weeks ago thai Hartford is ineligible for aid under the
Interstate Completion Program.
The S61.9 million dollar plan proposed by RRI and the Connecticut
Department of Transportation
would lower the elevated portions
of 1-91, allowing footbridges and
extension of Constitution Plaza
over the highway. It also would
realign the roadway in order to
open more land lor development
and facilitate access to the river.
The plan would also eliminate interstate traffic from the Founders
Bridge by removing the ramps
which connect it to 1-91 and
redirecting it over an improved
Charter Oak Bridge. The
Founders Bridge, at the foot of
State Street, would become a local
road between Hartford and East
Hartford. The riverwalks on
either side of the Connecticut
would be connected by a
pedestrian walkway across the
bridge.
Undaunted'by the rejection, city, state, and RRI officials are
searching for a loophole in the
Federal law, or alternatives which
would provide funding for the
1-91 project.
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—Greater Mart ford
Beyond The Long Walk

Being Unemployed
--Or Waiting To Be
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A child falls to the pavement on Washinaton Street—and like Rubin
and Loyce he'll pick himself up and continue on with lite.

GOD. O'Neill Selects Hartford
For Enterprise Zone Program
by John E. Hardy
Governor William A. O'Neill
announced Friday that Hartford
has been selected as one of six
Connecticut municipalities to participate in the state's innovative
urban enterprise zone program.
The first of its kind in the nation,
the enterprise zone project will
give developers a package of tax
abatements and job grants in
order to develop economically
distressed areas in the state's
municipalities. Other towns named by O'Neill to participate were
Bridgeport, New Haven, New Britain, New London, and Norwalk.
The area nominated by Hartford officials is a 300-acre tract
directly north of the downtown. It
is bordered to the north by
Cleveland Avenue and Fishfry
Street, to the west by Barbour and
Main Streets, on the south by
Canton Street, and by railroad

COLLEGE
BARBERSHOP
"Trinity's Favorite Since 1947

1220 Broad St.
corner Allen Place, one block north, of Vernon St.

SATISFACTION GUARANTIED

corporation taxes* for ten years.
T h e s t a t e will r e i m b u r s e
municipalities for 75 percent of
the abated local taxes. Industries
will also receive grants of up to
SI000 for each new job created,
eligibility for other job-training
grants, as well as the possibility of
state venture loans.
Commercial and retail development will also benefit from the
plan, receiving seven-year freezes
on property tax assessments and
venture loan eligibility. Residential developers within the enterprise zones also will receive the
seven-year tax freeze.
The new program will become
effective upon enactment of
technical local ordinances. It will
be subject to close examination by
both the Federal Government and
by other states, many of which are
working on their own versions of
the Connecticut project.

What To Do?

by Peter A. Stinson
with photography
by Henry P . Andrews
The faces of Hartford look alive on a beautiful autumn day. Yet,
some of those faces are filled with more than just a sense of being
alive—they're filled with hope and apprehension, pained with hunger.
The corner of Park and Washington Streets shows some signs of
change. The buildings on one corner are being renovated as a state office complex, while the other three corners arestagnant. But are they?
In the late morning, Rubin waits on the sidewalk. He is tall, bearded, and wears metal framed glasses. The beard is sprinkled with gray,
his face is dark and shows strain. He is waiting for his ex-boss,
Roland. Until a week ago, Rubin was a photographic lab technician
trained under the Federal Government's CETA program. Now, Rubin
has no money, no job, and at the moment, no way of collecting
unemployment.
Roland laid Rubin off with no warning, no money, and no pink
slip. Without the pink slip, Rubin cannot collect his unemployment
compensation. On Friday, with both hands deep in his pockets, his
frayed and comfortable looking jeans jacket open, Rubin was waiting
for Roland to bring the last of his pay and to sign the pink slip. Rubin
waits anxiously with a sparkle of hope in his eyes. He wants to smoke
a joint to ease his nerves.
Behind Rubin is a darkened storefront. The lab is closed and the
bank is going to repossess the machinery. He is not happy about the
situation. Being unemployed means less money, more paperwork, and
a lot of free time. Rubin is one of the 10.1 percent nationwide who are
out of work and still classified as unemployed—to be out of work and
not classified as unemployed means you gave up looking for another
job. Rubin has not even started looking—Roland keeps saying the lab
will open in a month. Rubin and the other employees don't believe it
Several blocks away on Maple Avenue, Loyce stands behind the
counter of the small shop. This store is still open as Roland needs cash
to try and keep the creditors at bay. She smiles, but wonders for how
much longer? Her pay has been cut along with her hours. She feels
constrained, closed in, and hampered in this job. Roland keeps making advances towards her, promising more money for some afterhours enjoyment. She will have nothing to do with that—and blushes
as she talks about.it. She supports seven people including herself—her
new pay will not even cover the rent on her East Hartford apartment.
Loyce takes classes at Manchester Community College, is thirtyseven years old, and has four children. She smokes cigarettes to help
her forget that tomorrow she may not have money to put food on the
table or pay the rent. But right now she still has a job, and some
money.
Rubin and Loyce live "beyond the Long Walk." They haven't seen
the cement walk or the brownstone facades. Their minds are set on
surviving—eating, living, enjoying their lives. On Friday, Rubin
waited for his final pay and a signature on his pink slip, while Loyce
hoped her paycheck could be cashed and her job would last at least
another week.

tracks and the North Meadows Industrial Park on the east, ine
zone is characterized by vacant
lots, abandoned houses, and
minimal commercial/industrial
development.
Enterprise zones are determined
by census figures. To qualify, an
area must meet one of three requirements: 25 percent of the
population must be either below
the poverty level or receiving
public assistance, or the zone
must have an unemployment rate
double the state average.
Chosen by Commissioner John
J. Carson of the State Department
of Economic Development, the
enterprise zones will receive
millions of dollars in tax breaks,
grants, and low-interest loans for
job training, construction, and
equipment. Industries relocating
to the zones will receive an 80 percent, five-year property tax abatement, and a 50 percent cut in state

Vital Signs
A photography exhibit entitled
Vital Signs, Communities Work*
ing for the Future Through
Preservation continues at the Old
State House through October 24.
Hartford's Frog Hollow is
featured as an example of urban
preservation efforts. The exhibit
is open Monday-Saturday, 10
a.m.-5 p.m., and Sunday, noon-5
p.m.

FarmMarket
Find a little bit of Europe at the
Old State House FarmMarket in
downtown Hartford, where one
can purchase the very freshest of
vegetables, plants, fruits, and
more. Tuesdays and Fridays, 10
a.m.-3 p.m., through October 29.

Volunteer!!!
Connecticut Public Television
(CPTV is in need of volunteers for
its 1983 fund-raising Auction.
Publicity writers, as well as field
and homebound workers are
needed. For those unable to get to
the station, telephone and other
work can easily be done at a
volunteer's home. The Auction is
scheduled to air on the five station, statewide network April
21-30, 1983. Last year, more than
2,000 volunteers statewide
powered the entire Auction,
which generated over 12 percent
of the company's operating
budget. Call the CPTV Auction
office at 249-7769 for more
information.

Jesse Jackson
The Rev. Jesse Jackson will
speak at the Horace Bushnell
Church, Albany and Vine Streets,
Hartford, tonight, October 12 at
7:00 p.m. Jackson will discuss the
Economic Justice Campaign of
Operation P.U.S.H., as well as
local matters. His talk is free and
open to the public. The Hartford
Chapter of Operation P.U.S.H. is
the sponsor. For further information, call 247-1563.

Riverfront Forum
Saturday morning, October
16th, from 10 a.m.-12 noon, Jill
Diskan, acting director of Riverfront Recapture Inc., will address
the weekly. Saturday morning
forum of the Hartford chapter of
Operation P.U.S.H. Diskan will
deliver a lecture and slide presentation discussing Hartford's riverfront project, as well as a
demonstration of how other cities
use their waterfronts. The presentation will also provide an opportunity for audience feedback.

Boston Celtics
The Boston Celtics will travel
from Beantown to Hartford this
Friday night, where they will
s q u a r e off a g a i n s t Magic
Johnson, Kareem Abdul Jabbar,
and the rest of the Los Angeles
Lakers in an N.B.A. exhibition
game at the Civic Center. Tickets
for this match-up are available at
the Civic Center box office, or
from Ticketron.

Whalers
Hartford's hockey Whalers are
at home for two games this week.
On Thursday the 14th, they face
the Edmonton Oilers. Next Saturday, October 16th, Vancouver
will be in town. Cheer all the action live at the Civic Center.
Tickets and schedules for all
Whaler games are available at the
box office and all Ticketron
outlets.

Travelogue
The Bushnell Travelogue Series
presents Yugoslavia and the Slavic
Race at the Bushnell Memorial
Hall, Friday and Saturday, October 15th and 16th at 8 p.m., and
Sunday, October 17th at 2 and 5
p.m.

Disney On Ice
Join Mickey Mouse and all the
gang for Walt Disney's Great Ice
Odyssey, Tuesday, October 19th
through Sunday, October 24 at
the Hartford Civic Center. Be
part of the action. Cheer the
heroes! Boo and hiss the Evil
Queen! Share the thrill of victory
with all your Disney favorites and
the world's greatest skating stars!
Tickets available at the Civic
Center box office and at all
Ticketron outlets.

Energy Expo
The third annual Connecticut
Energy Expo will be held this Friday through Sunday, October
15-17, at the Hartford Civic
Center. The expo will feature
workshops, exhibits, and informational publications.

United Way
of the Capital Area
Thanks to you it works
. . . for all of us
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This Week in Cubby's Corner:

The

TRINITY TRIPOD
EDITORIAL

Don't Be Afraid To Care
The racial incident that occurred two weeks ago has
caused a considerable amount of concern on Trinity's
campus. While the Tripod does not discount this
specific incident, the important lesson to be learned
from this type of occurrence is the necessity to move
beyond the specific and strive for increased awareness
and sensitivity to others.
How often has one of us been trying to study o
sleep, when a hall me s decides he wants to test the
maximum output of his stereo speakers? And how
many times have we played frisbee, hockey, or basketball in the halis? While racial and sexual awareness
and sensitivity are extremely important, awareness
need not- be limited to these two areas. Common
courtesy can and should be practiced by all.
The Tripod believes that in order to achieve the level
of awareness that this community deems necessary,
the College should plan an Awareness Day for next
semester, modeled after the Awareness Day that was
held two years ago. Furthermore, the awareness
should be concentrated on one or two topics, such as
racism and sexism, so that the activities and discussions will be more focused and more meaningful than
if they addressed general awareness.
The Tripod would like to stress that in order to
achieve the desired results from such a day, extensive
student and faculty involvement in both planning and
execution is essential, as well as cooperation from the
Administration in canceling classes. Canceling
classes along with declaring more focused topics for
awareness would undoubtedly lead to a much more
meaningful and successful day than if an Awareness
Wefek were held. Often when activities and lectures are
spread out over a period of several days, their focus
seems to become more diluted, and the activites
themselves get relegated to the back of people's
minds.
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Trinity has already had one highly successful
Awareness Day, and we can certainly have another
one. However, in order to insure such success, it is imperative that we have the assistance and dedication of
^everyone in the Trinity community! Without this kind of •
cooperation, Awareness Day will not have near the impact that it can and should have on the entire
: community.
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Freedom of Choice
by K.S. Kuskik
There is a very strange
phenomenon appearing at Trinity
these days. It seems that a great
number of students have become
interested in giving up a significant portion of their personal
freedom, and, interestingly
enough, the administration appears more than willing to help
them. The phenomenon is antifraternity sentiment, but the implications go far beyond the existence or nonexistence of fraternities. It involves the freedom of
students to socialize and organise
as they wish, within the confines
of the law, without administrative
interference. Stated simply, we at
Trinity are on the brink of giving
away our freedom to gather and
organize as we wish.
Those who are anti-fraternity
argue that these institutions
dominate the social scene at Trinity, that they are unfairly exclusive, and that there is no viable
social alternative. The first two
points may well be true; there is
still much discussion to be had.
The third 'gripe', however, which
seems to be the reason for such
great concern and the formation
of the faculty study committee on
fraternities, is based on nothing

Open Forum
On Fraternities
Slated
AN OPEN LETTER
TO TRINITY STUDENTS:
The faculty's Committee on the
Fraternity .System and Us Alternatives will hold an open meeting
Wednesday, October 13th from 7
to 9 p.m. in McCook Auditorium
for the purpose of hearing from
students who wish to address the
Committee.
Any student who wishes to
assure he or she will have the opportunity to address t-he Committee may notify Henry D'Auria '83
in writing at Box 90 or qall him at
524-5798 and the student's name
will be placed on a speakers list.
Others may address the Committee as time permits.
George Higgins,
Chairman
Committee on the
Fraternity Systems
and Its Alternatives

TGA Condemns
Acts Of
Unfounded
Hatred
To The Editor:
The Trinity College Gay
Alliance herein issues its full and
unequivocal support to the victim
of last week's racial persecution.
The Gay Alliance joins firmly
with Trinity's Black coalition in
condemning any and all acts of
such unfounded hatred, which is
born of ignorance and the total
lack of caring for one's fellow
human beings.
The Gay Alliance enjoins all
members of the. Trinity Comm u n i t y , especially its administrators, to deal with all persons who display intolerance to
their fellow human beings for
simply being themselves.
T.G.A.

but reluctance to face the facts.
There is absolutely nothing here
at Trinity to stop any person or
group of people from forming any
type of social organization they
would like. The fact that there has
not been an abundance of new
organizations springing up can
only mean two things. Either the
majority of the student population enjoys the social scene as it
presently is, or those who dislike
the present social scene are too
lazy or too apathetic to do their
own thing with others who feel
similarly. In either case, the
answer is not the dissolution of
the fraternity system at Trinity
and the principle of student
freedom that this systemn
represents.

Think about it. Would forcing
fraternities to change mean that
the newly founded sororities or
any other exclusive organizations
would have to be changed also?
The situation obviously involves
student freedom to organize on
almost any level, something that
must be very seriously considered.
There are certainly many problems with the fraternities on
campus. They are far from Utopian organizations. The answer
for the dissatisfied, however, is
not to throw away their freedom
along with the fraternal system,
but to preserve their freedom and
build organizations that are more
suitable to them. Trinity would
undoubtedly be a better and more
diversified place for it.

Racism is AliveAnd
Thriving Strongly
At Trinity
To the Editor:
I am writing this letter to address the Trinity community on a
very important and crucial issue:
that of racial harassment. On October 2nd, Parent's Weekend, I
was in my room studying when
the electricity was switched off. I
went outside to investigate who
the perpetrators were. At this
time, an argument ensued during
which racial insults were thrown
at myself and other black female
students. The student who switched the lights off was brought up
on charges and disciplinary
measures were levied by the Dean
of Students office.
My point in writing this letter is
to make it clear that this is not an
isolated incident and that racial
harassment on this campus is a
common occurence. In my
fresjiman year on the 4th floor of
Elton (one week into classes),
three male students with ski masks
and baseball bats, came to my •.
door. They physically threatened
me, called me racial names, and
demanded that I leave college. I
did nothing about bringing it to
the attention of the administra-

tion because 1 was under the impression that this type of harassment was a daily occurence at
such a predominantly white institution. Therefore, I believed
that the administration would be
extremely reluctant to take effective measures, if any at all.
The incident on October 2 was
one of the few times when charges
brought to the attention of the administration were processed
through the disciplinary channels.
Even though the outcome was not
wholly to my satisfaction, the administration did take action on
the charges of racial harassment. I
hope that this case will set a precedent for the Administration as
well as the student body; Hence*
the Administration must continue
to take effective action on charges
of racial and sexual harassment. 1
would like to communicate to the
student and the administrative
body that racism is very much
alive, and thriving strongly at
Trinity College, and we as Black
people are tired of it. But not too
tired to keep fighting on.
Sincerely,
Norma Davis '83

SGA Financing
McGovern's Visit
To the Trinity Student Body:
This is a reminder that former
United States Senator George
McGovern will be speaking at
Trinity's Austin Arts Center
tonight at 8:00 p.m. The entire
student body is urged to attend.
The Student Government
Association is borrowing the
money for this lecture and is planning several fundraisers to pay
this money back. We feel in keeping with the fine academic standards of this college, the students

deserve the best speakers that
money can buy. We feel that
canceling this lecture because of
insufficient funding would be a
grave injustice to every student in
this college.
To insure speakers of this quality now and in the future, the SGA
will require the support of every
student and student group in the
Trinity community.
Sincerely,
Todd Bead
SGA President

Letters Policy
The Tripod welcomes and encourages letters to the Editor. All let-,
ters must be signed by the author, whose name will be withheld upon
request. Letters which are in poor taste or Hbelous will not be printed.
The Tripod also welcomes guest commentary. All letters and commentary must be typed and double-spaced. Deadline is 5 p.m. Saturday.
Please deliver all letters and commentary via campus mail (box 1310)
or to the Tripod Headquarters in the basement of Jackson Hall.
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Letters
Unawareness and Insensitivi ty Permeate Campus
To the Trinity Community:
In light of the recent incidences
of harassment out of which
emerged racially derogatory
remarks specifically targeted
towards black women (October
2nd), we as members of Trinity
Coalition of Black Women
(TCBWO) feel it necessary to
make our view of the situation
known to the Trinity community.
Given the fact that specifics of
the incident have been outlined in
other letters and statements, it is
unnecessary to reiterate details
here. Therefore, this letter will
briefly address general attitudes
which reflect underlying ignorance, unawareness, and insensitiyity quite prevalent on this
campus. It is ironic that Trinity
College professes to be a "liberal
arts" institution, however, the
liberal attitudes present here are
few and far between. We as black
students are constantly bombarded with overwhelming feelings of
alienation and discomfort, while
at the same time are expected to
adapt, accept, and excel in an environment which refuses to
acknowledge, respect and accept
our presence. This refusal has a
direct, negative impact on our
ability to achieve the goals
established by the College as well
as those we set for ourselves. It
also is our contention, based on

observations and personal ex• periences, "that the "weakest"
black student at Trinity College is
more of a survivor than the
"strongest" white student would
be in a predominantly black environment. " W e a k e s t " and
"strongest" in this context is all
encompassing.
To address specifically black
womanhood at Trinity, it is just
as, if not more difficult for us to
simply survive in this hostile environment where we are constantly confronted by not only racism
but also sexism. Our feelings of
alienation and discomfort are only perpetuated by incidences such
as that which occured October
2nd.
On this particular night the parties involved were arguing, a white
male student, feeling so at ease
with himself and so certain of an
institutional support system,
referred to a small group of black
women as "black bitches" and
stated that "all black women are
stupid." Needless to say, these
statements sparked a considerable
amount of anger and resentment
within the hearts and minds of
black women on this campus.
Furthermore, it has made us more
aware of the fact that this is not
an isolated incident, nor are these
merely one individual's opinions.
With respect to the disciplinary
action taken by the administra-

Stereo-types
Cripple Atmosphere
To the Trinity Student Body:
On behalf of the President's
Council on Minority Affairs, 1
would like to bring to the attention of the student body our statement following the recent racial
incidenfthat occurred on campus
• over the weekend of October 2-3.
This, 'episode reveals once again
the degree to which racial sterotypes. and racial insults persist at
Trinity. By their presence they
contribute to an unhealthy and
crippling atmosphere in which
teaching, learning, and communi-

ty are hampered. We condemn,
and call upon all segments of the
campus to condemn, the kinds of
racist attitudes which allow such
incidents to recur. We ask all connected with the institution to
rededicate themselves to providing the climate of learning in
which these racist attitudes are exposed and combatted.
Sincerely,
Frank G. Kirkpatrick
Chairman
President's Council on
Minority Affairs

tion, we feel that although the
Dean of Students office took a
stand in severely reprimanding the
male student involved, the four
female students could have received stiffer punishments. We
u n d e r s t a n d , however, that
evidence was not substantial or
conclusive enough to outwardly
accuse the females of human
rights violations or racial insen-

sitivity. Nevertheless, we as
TCBWO members, again based
on observations and personal experiences have all too often found
that the non-existence of conclusive evidence does not
necessarily imply the nonexistence of racist attitudes.
Because the purpose of our
organization is to demand the
long overdue respect that we as

black women deserve, and to support one another in a nonsupportive environment, we commit
ourselves to assuring, through administrative and personal channels, that this type of blantly
racist and sexist activity is not
allowed to continue!
Sinceiely,
Trinity Coalition of
Black Women (TCBWO)

Response To Racial Incident
Deemed 'Less-than-Heroic'
To the Trinity Community:
In light of the racial "incident," which occurred on October 2nd, it is evident that the
racism problem at Trinity is not as
dormant as you would have
hoped. To surmise the incident, a
black female student was verbally
harassed after confronting a
group of white students who had
cut off her lights by means of a
central circuit breaker. The vie-

TWO Views
Student's
Behavior
Intolerable
To the Trinity Community:
We would like to address the
Trinity community concerning the
incident of racial harassment
which recently took place on the
Trinity campus. In support of the
woman who was harassed and the
Black community at Trinity, we
would like to draw attention to
and express our indignation and
condemnation of both the racism
and general insensitivity involved
in the intimidation of a fellow student. We expect that the Trinity
administration will deal firmly
with such incidences. It is disappointing that such behavior
should exist at an institution of
• higher learning, furthermore and
more to the point it is intolerable.
Carol Baatz
Nancy Chira
Julie Sweeney
and other members of TWO

tim, a senior, informed her R.A.
and security was called. This was
not the first complaint brought
against individuals in this group
by hall members. The incident
was later relayed to the Dean of
Students, who came to the scene,
and charges of harassment were
placed.
The group, consisting of one
male freshman and four female
juniors, was called into the Dean's
office, along with the victim, to
obtain an official account of the
incident. The Dean and his staff
then met with the Trinity Coalition of Black Students, and suggested that the affair be handled
"informally," so that the conflict
could be resolved in the most constructive way. Many TCB
members were insulted, feeling
that such a clear case of racial
abuse should not simply fall into
informal deliberations. We asked
the Dean what the student handbook had to say about such affairs, in an effort to -insure that
'any reprimands would, be morethan-symbolic. His reply was, "I
don't know."
On October 6th, the Dean'soffice made public its decision. The
male freshman was censured, and
told to leave campus .housing,,
"indefinitely." Two of the four
females were fined and told to
create a necessary awareness,
forum on "racial sensitivity" to
present to the members of their
hall; While the Trinity Coalition
of Black Students recognize that
this is the first time a response of
this magnitude has been taken, we
must still question the wisdom of
the decision. '; •
Unlike the freshman, the
female upperclassmen previously
had the opportunity to view two

all-campus efforts to bring about
more social awareness on our
campus. The victim had also lodged an earlier complaint against the
female residents with the Director
of Residential Services, and told a
number of people, including
TCB's President that she perceived those disturbances to be racially motivated.
Though it is on record that the
upperclassmen "harbored" the
antagonizing freshman, they deny
any responsibility for the provocations. The freshman admitted
that the racial remarks had come
from his mouth, and that he did
tamper with the circuit breaker.
He apologized to the victim. The
juniors, on the other hand, denied
all charges and offered no condolences. The Dean's office confirms that there was insufficient
proof to implicate the juniors on
more severe charges than "general
insensitivity."
While the members of TCB will
support the decision, we would
like to see the Dean make a
definitive statement prohibiting
raeial abuse, for publication in
'future student h a n d b o o k s .
Though this measure seems obvious, it would bind the College to
a just punishment of these offenders, and make it harder for it
to simply play off "claim vs.
claim."
. We believe the overall response
to this event was less-than-heroic,
and does not justify the Dean's
statement in Thursday's Hartford
Courant that, " I know Trinity
doesn't have very many of these.
But one is too many, and we
won't tolerate it."
Trinity Coalition of
.
Black Students

Mather Most In Need
Of Improvement
To The Editor:
As much as I hate it when the
editorial section is lowered to be
the sounding board for bickering
between people responding to

Trinity Security

afraid of something and wrote
anonymously.

previous letters, or previous
responses to letters,'. I must respond to a letter in last week's (October 5) Tripod concerning the expenditure for the Mather renovation. The letter criticized Tom
Merrill's letter supporting the
renovation, which in turn was a

Mather Campus Center is
significantly outdated. It is the
one thing on campus that is most
in need of improvement, for the
students, administration, SAGA
workers, organizations, and
special events. As the place where
more timr is spent by everyone
than anywhere else, renovation
would improve campus life and
make the College more attractive
to applicants.

response to a letter by a freshman.
This newcomer felt that in three
weeks he was an expert on longrange college planning. I'd like to
refer to last week's letter by the
author's name but he/she was

I found everything to admire in
Tom's letter, including his
signature, and only wish I will be
around to enjoy a real student
center.
David G. Nagle '83
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Arts / Entertainment

Deaf Theatre Captures in
Unique Theatrical Form
'Quest'-Shared Experiences
by Mark Bishop and
Jim Heinzen
On Wednesday evening,
September 29, the ensemble company of the National Theatre of
the Deaf treated Hartford to a
theatrical experience which was as
moving as it was unique. The
company told the tale of Parzival
and his quest for the Holy Grail,
and at the same time conveyed to
the audience their personal feelings and experiences which stem
from their deafness.
The National Theatre for the
Deaf was formed fifteen years ago
under the auspices of the Eugene
O'Neill Theatre Center in Waterford. It has enjoyed many successful tours, both in the U.S. and
abroad, since its conception. In
January of this year, the Theatre
became independent. The company is comprised of twelve actors, nine of whom are deaf and
who, in place of speech, use sign
language while on stage, as well as
one deaf actor who speaks his
lines. The other two performers
act as interpreters, translating in
the spoken word that the others
have signed.
Parzival: From the Horse's
Mouth opened with three
"horses" on stage who introduced the tale to the audience, Mike
Laritola, Bari K. WiUentond, and
Lizette Smith, who portrayed the
horses, were the three speaking in
company, making for an interesting reversal of conventional
roles. The actors' movements
were crisp, tight and pleasing to
the eye. This precision contributed greatly to the high level
of communication that was
achieved on stage; the audience
was amazed at the abilities of
seemingly handicapped people.

Immediately, many of the audience's misconceptions about the
company's talent and the production's worth were-dispelled. The
presentational quality of the production was revealed in the large
and clearly defined actions and
movements which are the basic
elements of this theatrical form.
The production was based on
the interaction of two different
means of expressing the same central idea. The presentational style
which was used to recount the
story of Parzival was one method.
The other was the use of
monologues by the actors and actresses which were interspersed
throughout the production, In the
middle of a scene, one of the cast
members would step out of his or
her mythical character, proceed to
the front of the stage and relate to
the audience an experience that
was helpful in trying to explain
the unique frustration, hope and
joy of their lives. These
monologues, these reviewers felt,
were the heart of the production.
After the introduction to the
tale and to the characters in it, the
audience got a taste of the
Theatre's distinct brand of
humor; we are told how King Arthur's "long straight table"
became round. Were the table not
round, the knights would not be
able to understand the King,
because those at the end of the
table would not be able to understand the King, because those at
the end of the table would not be
able to see him sign. The illustration of this historical moment
begins with an hilarious see-saw
scene, the King attempting to sign
to both ends of the table. In
frustration, the knights eventually
move into a circle to com-
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Members of the National Theatre for the Deaf in a recent production. (Due to copyright regulation,
photographs of Parzival were not released.
municate. At the end of this
scene, we see Parzival, played by
William Seago, become one of the
knights of the "long straight
table" after killing the dreaded
enemey of the court, the Red
Knight.
After the Red Knight's death,
Charles Baird, who played the
part, stands up, moves to the
front of the stage and presents his
monologue. An attempt to put
down in words what was expressed in the monologues is difficult
at best. The interplay between the
actors' signing, obvious emotions,
and the interpreter's translation
created a (message much more
powerful than one merely spoken,
Mr. Baird tells us of travelling
with the company and the frustrations they met at a lunch counter.
When trying to order a cup of coffee, the waitress could not understand their speech or signs. When
they wrote the order down on
paper, they discovered that the
waitress could not read. This
devastating lack of communication is a theme that is carried
through the production.
Another message that was conveyed was one of childhood
frustration. Adrian Blue, playing
the part of Lancelot, stepped out
of character, and told the au-

dience with at least a touch of bitterness, "This story doesn't
bother me, it doesn't bother me
one little bit." He went on to tell
of his experience in a military
school for the deaf. He casually
explained that when you're deaf,
you can't hear your own
footsteps, making it very difficult
to march in time. He also told of
his "greatest" accomplishment
while at the school, when after
months of practice, he was able to
make the sound " l e " in front of
an all school assembly.
The monologues were consistently powerful. But, perhaps
the most powerful was given by
Tetsuya Izaki, a Japanese actor.
He spoke of the flame of fire and
the flame of life. In the literal
sense, he spoke of being a kiln
tender in Japan and keeping a
constant flame for firing. He also
spoke of keeping lit a constant
flame of life which was, and is,
threatened by the use of nuclear
weapons. After telling of the Lonnons of Hiroshima and Nagasaki
he signed the two names vertically
in Japanese characters, stepped
back, lit a match and said "Never
again" and the lights blacked out.
Andy Vasnick, who played
King Arthur, related to the audience what it was like to lose his

Expires 12/21/82

569-1622
Good

Sun-Thurs

The final scene of the play
reveals the question which is central to the whole production,
Throughout the show, Parzival
has been questing for the Holy
Grail. His search leads him to the
castle of the Fisher King. To obtain his goal of finding the Grail,
Parzival must ask the Fisher King
the right question. The question
that Parzival finally asks is
"What can I do for you?" That is
the question.

Evening of Operatic & Lieder Quartets
The second of Trinity College's
Friday Evening Concert Series entitled "An Evening of Operatic
and Lieder Quartets" will take
place Friday, October 15, at 8:15
p.m. in the Goodwin Theatre of
the Austin Arts Center.
Four of Hartford's most
celebrated s i n g e r s - B a r b a r a

Pierce, Jean Strazdes, Peter
Harvey, and Howard Sprout will
join pianist Gerald Moshell,
Trinity's Asst. Professor of music
and director of the Concert Choir.
Opera and musical-theatre
selections will include Verdi's
Rigoletto Quartet, Beethoven's
Canonic Quartet from Fidelio, the

HAIR CORNER
LOCATED AT 1948 BROAD ST.

467 Main St.
East Hartford

hearing at the age of five, and yet
still hear "everyday noises" in his
head. After his monologue, the
entire company played a rendition
of "Greensleeves" on mandolins.
Each actor had a different note to
play, and knew where it fell by
watching the other players. This
music was beautiful in a different
way than other music.
Each member of the company,
including the interpreters, gave a
monologue. The translators'
monologues, when translated into
sign, were equally as powerful as
the others'. Bari Willentod, a
black man, put forth the question,
"White hope, Black despair; or is
it Black hope, White despair?"
This, issue parallels the frustrations and alienation of deafness as
expressed by the actors.

UNISEX SALON

522-8888

PARKING IN REAR

Act I Finale from Bernstein's
Candide, and solos and ensembles
from The Yeoman of the Guard,
The Rake's Progress, and West
Side Story. Also featured are
lieder quartets by Brahms,
Schubert, and Mendelssohn.
Trinity concert-goers will
remember the singers from past
performances both at Austin Arts
Center and at the Chapel. Jean
Strazdes and Mssrs. Harvey and
Sprout.were featured soloists in
last Fall's climactic performance
of the Verdi Requiem.
A reception, with an opportunity to meet the artists, will follow
the performance. Tickets are
$2.50 for general admission and
$1.00 for students. Tickets can be
reserved by calling 527-8062.
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Arts /En tertainm en t
'Antigone': Tragedy Renewed in 20th Century Vein
by Douglas P. Gass
The Theatre/Dance Department's production of' Jean
Anouilh's Antigone played this
weekend in Garmany Hall. The
play attempts to show the horrors
of totalitarianism and its relation
to the good and evil lying in the
hearts of mankind. Also, in basing the play on the Greek
tragedies, Anouilh was able to
employ the important element of
pride in this timeless tragedy.
The universality of these themes
is made evident through the
familiar names and places of ancient Greece and their juxtaposition to the 20th century costumes
of the characters. The severity of
the scenery, representing the
rigidity and power of Creon's
regime, fits any time period equally well. Despite minor problems,
the play works successfully
against this backdrop, convincingly delivering a message for all
time.
In a somber voice, the Greek
chorus, played by Patricia Paddock, sets the tone for the play,
remaining supremely detatched,
yet wholly aware of the action. In'
introducing the characters, she
lets the audience know of the
tragedy in the making. The

characters sit frozen around her,
and as she speaks of each one, we
realize that we also could be staging a tragedy some day; their's is a
human condition. The chorus
seems to make this point as she
delivers tough anecdotes and explanations, reminding us. of the
evil which lurks in us all.
The play opens in Thebes, the
time unimportant, following a
civil war during which two rival
brothers, Polynices and Eteocles
have killed each other. Their uncle
Creon, Matt Bradley, has taken
power in a "wave of terror". The
plays's conflict arises from
Creon's celebration of Eteocles as
a hero, and his denunciation of
Polynices as a traitor, Creon having left his body to rot in the city
as an example to other rebels.
Anyone attempting to bury
Polynices will be put to death.
Two sisters, the passionate Antigone and the • cooly rational
Ismene, well interpreted by Sue
Clifford and Laura Austin, lie at
odds on the matter of what should
be done with the body of
Polynices. The headstrong Antigone insists that Polynices corpse be interred while Ismene
favors submission to Creon's will,
fearing the "howling mob, torture

Antigone (Sue Clifford) and Creon (Matt Bradley): Conflict of wills.
"

Antigone (Sue Clifford) and Governess (Anne Marie McAllister): Questions of conviction and consequence.
photo by Whitney Rogers

and death". The two discuss the
dilemma as any sisters would.
They treat their doting governess
(Anne Marie McAllister) as all
children treat their nanny. They
refer to their mother Jokaste (wife
and mother of Oedipus) as
"Mama". These girls are of royal
blood, yet they are tossed into a
cateclysmic society in which evil
has triumphed over good.
The universality of ordinary
people thrown into trying situa' tions is further evident in the rela- *
tionship between Haemon, son of
Greori, and Antigone. David
Lenahan as Haemon, though
sometimes weak, portrays a
boy /man who must deal with
both a love that cannot work and
a father who once had courage
but now is weak and paranoid.
Antigone is drawn to fulfilling
her obligation and suffering her
fate: she must bury Polynices and
accept the consequences. Indeed,
some of her lines foreshadow
these events. First, in talking to
Haemon, she says that she may
not be strong enough to do what
she has to do. She also suggest to
her governess that her new dog,
given to her by Creon as we later
learn, should be put to-, sleep
because the dog is "unhappy".
Meanwhile, Creon seeks the
person "who could have dared to
break (his) law". In Crebn's ser-

photo by Whitney Rogers

Cai
STANLEY H. KAPLAN -EDUCATIONAL CENTER

14 oakwood Avenue
west Hartford, Connecticut 06119
203-236-6851

vice are three slick mercenary
guards; they would switch
loyalties as quickly as they put on
a different cheap suit each morning. Ken Festa, as the first guard,
has the cockiness of a department
store cop who thinks he is with the
F.B.I. He convinces the audience
of his officiousness, yet always
releases a disclaimer for his actions: " I ' m just following
orders". The behavior of the
Guards points out that humans
will commit heinous acts if someone else takes the blame.
, Eventually, Antigone is caught
and brought before Creon, at
which point, many of the play's
ideas gain clarity. Creon, superbly
played by Matt Bradley, is cold
and machine-like in executing his
duties as king, revealing a nervous

suspicion of his "enemies". He is
a demigod who attempts to buy
off Antigone's mortality, offering
to free her and silence the guards
forever. Creon fails to understand
that she is commited to decency
and that to submit to him would
be to condone his actions. Thus,
her desire to bury Polynices comes
to mean more than the simple act
itself. Creon lives in the warped
world where might makes right,
and is confused by anyone who
.
: stands by their .principles.
Creon mocks her,, accusing her
of being religious. Yet Creon has
a religion of his own: humanism.
In his pride, he in convinced of
man's, in particular, his own
ability to transform society for the
better. Such a belief, however,
continued on page 12

Trinity Dance Club
Struts Their Stuff
by Robbin Henry
The Trinity College Dance Club
will perform seven dance pieces,
all choreographed by its student
members on Wednesday,October
13, at 8:00 p.m. in Garmany Hall
of the Austin Arts Center. The
concert will feature solos and
duets in various dance idioms.
Since its inception four years ago,
the Dance Club has sponsored
master classes with rekhowned
and talented artists from New
York City and the Hartford area.
In fact, master dance classes will
be given by Mel Wong, artistic
director of the Mel Wong Dance
Company of New York and Martha Partridge of the Hartford
School of Ballet who will teach a
class in modern dance. In addition, Carter McAdams, a Trinity
dance faculty member will teach
participants the Charleston in an
upcoming master class.
"This year's Dance Club is 60
members strong" says Alison
Pomerantz, President of the
group, "There are a lot of new
and exciting things happening
with dance at Trinity this year."
Although great things are happening for the group and its instruc-

tors, Pomerantz regretfully adds,;
"We have been trying to get more
of the Trinity Community involved in the events we sponsor—a
man like Mel Wong comes to
Trinity and we are always concerned that the auditorium be filled with at least half its holding
capacity." Pomerantz suggestions
for increasing attendance at dance
concerts and other Austin Arts
Center events include sponsoring
a 'cultural' or 'arts' awareness
afternoon where groups can perform on the Quad and students
who do not frequent Austin Arts
Center events can see what they
are missing out on. Although attendance at dance events is less
than desired, Pomerantz proudly
remarks, "In my freshman year
no students wanted to teach dance
courses. This year, two studenttaught dance classes are given,
and aerobics class taught by
myself, and a jazz class taught by
Sheila Davidson."
Wednesday's performance will
be followed by a reception. Admission is one dollar. Tickets can
be purchased at the box office or
by reserving them by calling
527-8062.
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HARTford
Those music lovers who
have following the news of
the Hartford Symphony
strike will be happy to know
that a new three-year pact has
been signed and that the
Symphony is back in the
music-making .business.
The settlement was reached
just in time for the October
12 and 13 performances of
world-class pianist AndreMichel Schub, who will be
playing Mozart's Piano Concerto in A-Major, K, 488.
The 8:15 conceits are at the
Bushnell Memorial Hall and
tickets may or may not be
available at the box office,
246-6807.
For those students remaining on campus during open
period with nothing to do,
rural Connecticut has some
interesting offerings:
At t h e Am e r i c a n
Shakespeare Theatre in Stratford, Harry James and his
Orchestra will perform on
October 19 at 8:00 pm.
Future performances in
Stratford include Amadeus,
the Duke Ellington Orchestra, and Bob Fosse's
Daricin'.
Tjckets are
available by calling 375-5000.

Gallery, certainly one of the
finest galleries in the Northeast, an exhibition of the
works of John Trumbull
(1756-1843) will be opening
on October 28. Also opening
the same day is an exhibit on
Silver in American Life.
On Wednesday, October
20, 1982, Wednesday Noon
Repertory of Center Church
in downtown Hartford will
present the film Paul Taylor
and Co., The Artist and his
Work. This film shows scenes
of the choreographer and
members of his company in
rehearsal, during performance and in informal
moments backstage,
A lunch reservation for the
program may be obtained by
calling the C h u r c h at
249-5631 before Tuesday.
Lunch is $3.00, or you may
come unannounced for a
mere $1.50 suggested
donation.

The Trinity Organ Series begins its new season with a performance by (krman organist Ernst-Erich Ktcmler this
Friday at 8:15 in the Chapel. Mr. Stender is the organist of the SI. Mnrien-Klrke in l.ubeek, jm'sitling over (his
instrument, the iargest mechanical action organ in (he world. The recilal is free and open to (lie public.

At the Yale University Art

Antigone
continued from page 11
manifests itself in ugly ways: terror and destruction. In his beliefs,
Creon reveals himself as a
paranoid egoist lusting for power.
Creon embodies the loathsome
atheism which glorifies a few at
the expense of many.
Creon desires to reduce man to'
an animal, for as Creon says:
"Animals are good, simple and
tough". Antigone reminds Creon
that men are not animals. Men
such as Creon debase humanity
and Antigone's submission to him
would signify an acceptance of his
ideas. She would rather die with
her values intact than live knowing that she has compromised her
beliefs, Antigone does not want
life if it is easy and cheap; she
questions authority and comes
clean in a moral sense, dying a
martyr. Creon remains a corrupt
coward, forever perpetuating a
lie, his government.
At the end, all is lost for Creon:
Antigone, Haemon, and Eurydice
all commit suicide offstage to the
beat of a drum and a blast of red
spotlight, Creon is left alone,
mocked by his pride~a true
tragedy/The first, guard and second and third guards(Andrew
Camber! and Paul Yahlon) begin
to play cards, saying that the
tragedy is no skin off their noses,
at which point the cards flare up.
They are guilty.
The concept of a classical
tragedy fits well into the theme of
the play: Creon's tyranny stems
from his pride, the greatest of
sins, and his lack of reverence for
the gods, causing him his misery.
Indeed, have not all tyrannies
throughout history stemmed from
an individual's inflated opinion of
himself and ended only in failure
and death"? History is a string of
tragedies that would never have
been were it not for the Antigones
who stood by their convictions.
In a l l , d i r e c t o r R o g e r
Shoemaker and a strong cast have
successfully with a difficult play.

Mr.Boston Schnapps,
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More Sports
«l

Tennis Whips Ephs
8-1 In Williamstown
by Tom Wilson
This week, the women's tennis
team was involved in about every
kind of match possible. The squad
won big, lost big, and lost close.
As a result, the squad's record
now stands at 4-6.
In their match against Brown,
Trinity only won two matches,
both of which involved the
undefeated Claire Slaughter.
Slaughter won her singles match,
defeating an opponent who
previously had been undefeated.
After this 6-4,6-2 victory,
Slaughter teamed with Chandlee
Johnson at number-one doubles
to score Trinity's other win. The
match was filled with exciting
doubles play. There were fast paced rallies at the net and effective
topspin lobs. Johnson, playing
with an injury, showed grit and
determination after a tough loss in
singles play.
The team's next match was a
close one, as Smith defeated
Trinity 5-4 in Northampton.
Slaughter kepi on rolling with an
impressive win over the number

one Smith player. Other singles
winners were Jeanine Looney at
third singles, Johnson (4), and
Maria Rosenfeld (6). Rosenfeld's
win was especially uplifting
because she is returning to match
form after a long layoff due to
surgery. The number five player,
Ruth Strong, and Sue Greene (2)
lost their matches, as did all the
doubles teams.
The week ended on a very optimistic note. The Bantams soundly, defeated Williams 8 4 . According to team captain Donna
Gilbert, "everyone played up to
their potential for the first time all
year. We also had a really good
practice the day before, which
helped an awful lot."
All of the singles players, with
the exception of Ruth Strong,
won their matches in impressive
fashion. The doubles teams also
looked strong. This win could
help the team turn the rest of their
season around. In fact, a big win
was needed to restore some confidence, especially after the close
loss to Smith.

Maria Rosenfeld prepares to hit a backhand against Brown.

photo by Eric Smith

Iona Wins See-Saw Battle Over Game Ducks, 12-10
by Edward B. Kaplan
The Trinity Waterpolo team
traveled to New Rochelle, New
York for a big league Tournament
this past weekend. -Their competitors were supposed to have
been the Southern League of Division II New England Waterpolo.
However, two teams, UConn and
Bridgewater State University, failed to show and forfeited their five
games. This gave Trinity a good
start since invitations for the New
England Championships are
awarded based upon the best
overall records for the League
Tournaments.
The "Road to M.I.T.", as TriCaptain Lance Choy calls
Trinity's efforts to reach M.I.T.

for the New Englands, started
with a Saturday morning contest
against Coast Guard. Trinity
jumped off quickly as Tri-Captain
Ed Kaplan, playing hole, took a
pass from Tri-Captain John
Peabody, turned and scored from
five meters. From this point onward the,, Trinity,;,defense took...
matters into their pwn hands as : "
they completely stifled the; Coast:
Guard offense, Sqoring consistently, Trinity opened a
substantial lead, 11-3, and began
to substitute freely in the fourth
quarter. Scott Bowden (4 goals),
Kaplan (3 goals), Peabody (2),
Tim Raftis (2), and Chip Lake (2)
provided the necessary firepower
in a 14-5 victory.

Later on that afternoon, Trinity
returned to the water for a contest
with the Rams of the University of
Rhode Island. This game was a
hotly contested defensive struggle
with Trinity taking small leads into every quarter. However, inaccurate and inappropriate shooting
kept UR1 close. Shot selection was
horrendous and the Ducks failed
to set up their pick offense. What
occured was a garbled and congested facsimile of an offense that
just managed to provide Trinity
with a 7-3 win. Peabody (2 goals)
led the Trin offense with some
splendid individual efforts. On
one play, he took an outlet pass
from goalie Choy spun right, then
left and, finally, reared back and

beat a startled and confused URI
goalie.
Trinity's last game was played
at 10:00 p.m. Saturday night
against a strong team from Iona
College. Iona is the team to beat
in Division II Waterpolo. They
are a well coached disciplined
team. Two traits that the Ducks,
due, to their club status, cannot
achieve with a high degree of
success.
Trinity took the opening
faceoff and drew first blood when
Lake put a perfectly placed shot
into the upper right hand corner
of the goal. However, Iona rebounded on the strength of the inside hole playing of two brothers,
Matt and Greg Judge. The Judges
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Come Visit Us at Our Open House
14 Oakwood Avenue
k" West Hartford, CT 0 6 1 1 9
(203) 236-6851
;

Directions:
I-84, exit 44 traveling West:
off the ramp, .left at Kane,
riant on Oakwood Avenue.

I-.84 Exit 44 traveling East:
off the ramp left at
Prospect. Left at Kane,
right on Oakwood.Avenue,

(4 and 5 goals) paced the Gael offense as they consistently broke
free and hammered Choy with
numerous shots. Iona took a 7-4
lead into the second half
whereupon the game became bitterly contested. Trinity scored two
quick goals to close to 7-6. The
Ducks then stopped the Iona offense and broke down the pool
ready and able to score the tying
goal. Momentum, suddenly
changed when Trinity turned the
ball over on an offensive foul and
Iona scored to go pu by two goals.
The game then became a seasaw
battle as first Trinity would score
and then Iona would retaliate to
keep their two goal lead. Unable
to completely stop the Judges and.
to score Trinity was forced to set- :
tie with a 12-10 defeat. Lake and
Bowden led Trnity with 4 and 3
goals respectively.
The Iona Tournament was a
testing ground for Trinity's new
pick oriented offense. When the
picks were run they were usually
successful, but the lack of
discipline and timing hurt the Offense. Defense was generally good
through a need for hard work and
a counter to the Iona two hole, offense must be found before the
next League Tournament at URI
on Halloween weekend. Shot accuracy and selection are still major problems that need to be corrected. The Ducks shot an agonizing 38 percent for the Tournament
and against URI it was a measly
25 percent. Trinity showed some
signs of breaking out of this
shooting slump in the. Iona game.
Though Trinity played the. best
game of their season against Iona,
they are capable of improvement.
The individual play of Chip Lake,
Scott Bowden and John Peabody
is noteworthy since: all three had
excellent games, offensively and
defensively.

Colby vs
Trinity
WRTC
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More SportsV

Soccer Shut Out20
In First Loss of '82
by Tom Price
Domination on the field does
not always lead to domination on
the Scoreboard.
Such was the case last week in
the women's soccer team's games
against Wheaton and Williams.
Both matches were at least partially controlled by the losing team.
In the Wheaton game, trje Bantams managed to score a 6-3 overtime victory after being outplayed
the entjre second half. Co-captaih
Sally Larkin summerized the
closeness of the game despite an
otherwise one sided score.
"We came out strong, biit by
the end of the game we were
fighting for our lives. We were
dominated completely in the se-,
cond half, but we were able to
come back in the overtime and
assume control," said Larkin.
Trinity gained initial momentum in .the game, scoring the first
two goals. The first tally was
registered by Karen Rodgers with
an assist by Karen Orczyk. Five
minutes later it was the reverse
situation with the same result.
Orczyk found the net with a shot
after receiving a pass from
Rodgers.
The next three goals, as well as
control of the remainder of
regulation play, belonged to
Wheaton. It was not until late in
the second period when Orczyk
booted in her second score of the
game, tying the contest at three
apiece, that the Bantams seemed •

to regain their early momentum.
Wheaton came out on to the field
for overtime looking tired and
sluggish, and allowed Trinity to
roll up three overtime goals, bx
Criss Leydecker, Prudence
Home, and Orczyk, to take the
victory.
Trinity was outshot in the contest 26-21 but the score was kept
close as a result of the continuing
fine play of Bantam goalie Jeanne
Monnes. She had 14 saves infthe
game.
Against Williams, it was the
Bantams who came up short on
the Scoreboard, but who controlled the play in the game. The victory was a narrow one, 2-0 in
favor of Williams, Both goals
were claimed by Jean Loew. The
first came with 3:35 left in the first
half when the ball, after bouncing
around in front of the net for a
long time, was finally shot past
Monnes by Loew, who was one of
about six Williams players surrounding the net. Loew scored
again with 34:54 remaining in the
contest.
The Bantams controlled the
tempo of the entire game. They
were on the attack for almost twothirds of each half, but Trinity's
score remained a goose egg due to
the superb play of the Williams'
goalie who recorded 17 saves.
The loss dropped Trinity's
record to 6-1-1. The squad next
takes to the field Thursday at
Connecticut College.
;

Field Hockey Defeated
continued from page 15
the squad edged Amherst 2-1. All
the scoring was done in the first
half. Putting the ball in the goal
for Trinity was link Chandler
Luke and. winger Cappy Flynn.
The Amherst score came on a
penalty stroke.

Amherst had a chance to tie the
score with another penalty stroke.
However, the attempt failed, The
Bantams also had three goals called back; two times for off-side
penalties and the other shot was
, en route as the halftime whistle
blew.
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Defense Tough In 2nd Half
continued from page 16
score Trinity started another 80
yard scoring drive, this one only
took two plays. Shiel hit Matt
Harthun on a screen pass for a
first down at the Trinity 31. Elia
then circled right end, cut back inside the Willaims persuit, and ran
down the sideline for the
touchdown. Caskin missed the extra point attempt and with 3:57'

left Trinity led 21-6.
Williams scored their second
touchdown on the final play-of
the game to make the final tally
21-13.
BANTAM NOTES- Shield hit on
nine of 20 passes for 139 yards
and one touchdown. Those
numbers are deceiving because
five of the completions were for
first downs and another was the

touchdown lo l-lia.... lUia (.uunccl
H)2 yards on 11 carries....
McNumara continued his fine
play with five catches to give him
17 for the season.... I'ala/zolo
had another busy day, punting the
ball nine times,... Dora Rapini
had ;i jueut day al tackle according to offensive line couch Tom
Keller.,., As was the case it year
ago Trinity stands 2-1 after three
games.

For Delicious Pizza and
Hot Oven Grinders
Call when you
leave — it will be
ready upon your
arrival.
Come in and Eat in our
NEWLY EXPANDED Dining Room
KOAST BEEP & TURKEY BREAST GRINDERS
GREEK SALADS WITH CHOICE OF FETA OR
MOZARELLA CHEESE

Phone
287 New Britain Ave
Hartford
Across from
South Campus

Richard Sfaron, prop
Mike Elia dashes 69 yards for a touchdown against Williams.

247-O234
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More Sports
Questions Face
Field Hockey
For most of us field hockey is a sport set aside. It is set aside by its
uniform. It is set aside by rules that most players and coaches only vaguely understand. The rules make it a frustrjting spectator sport, filled with
stoppages of play that eliminate athletic flow. The quirks of field hockey
present many questions to both coaches and players as to what field
hockey is and what it should be.
"One of the things that has always been a problem is the substitution
question," says Trinity field hockey coach Robin Sheppard."Gradually,
over the past three years, the rules have finally been catching up. When I
was playing in college there was no substitution at all. Starting three years
ago you could substitute two people at half time. Last year it was four
people. This year they're allowing four subs per half, and the same person may reenter the game."
"Before, if I pulled you out, subbed somebody in, and told you what
was going on and why this girl was beating you, you had to remember
that for next game," Under the new rules, Sheppard explains, "Now I
could take you out, talk to you, and send you back in."
While the substitution rule has been updated to allow more participation, the rules that govern action on the field remain the same. Kathy
Klein, who is playing tennis this fall after playing field hockey her

Tuesday Afternoon
by Stephen K. Oilman

' ^

freshman year, explains that "the rules make it hard to have a free flowing game that is athletically enjoyable."
Klein adds, " think that field hockey should try to update itself and
become more of a spectator sport so it will increase peoples' knowledge
and the money invested in the sport. Maybe that would cause a few girls
who would play either sport (soccer) to pick field hockey."
Part of the updating process will undoubtedly concern the field hockey
uniform. The plaid skirt has been standard dress for field hockey players,
both men and women, throughout the world. In the U.S., however, there
is a movement to discard the skirt in favor of shorts.
Interestingly, Klein has mixed emotions concerning the change,
"Aesthetically skirts just look better. They're more flattering and they
don't restrict you. There is no reason why you can't aknowledge
femininity if they (the skirts) don't get in the way," Klein adds.
Sheppard, however, feels that the kilts "are totally impractical. They
don't have elasticized waists and they're binding. When you are playing
with a ball that is on the ground, as opposed to in the air, yOur periferal
vision is shut off. Also, in close contact, when you are fighting for the
ball, you can't always pick it u p . "
The players, on the other hand, have reacted negatively to the idea of
wearing shorts instead of kilts. "They really haven't given me concrete
reasons why, other than that it is what they're used to wearing," says
Sheppard. " I almost think that the women are concerned with their
bodies and how they look in shorts, because shorts are a little more
revealing." Sheppard adds, " In terms of growing up and thinking about
sports and being active in sports, no one goes jogging in skirts."
When asked specifically what changes should be made in field hockey,
Klein and Sheppard offer the following: 1) change the obstruction and
advancing rules to allow the game to flow by cutting down the number of
stoppages of play. 2) allow unlimited substitutions, as m women's soccer.
3) allow the coaches to call at least one time out per game.
Hopefully someone will listen.

'

overtime." The game, unfortunately for the Bantams, went into overtime. One seven minute
period was played without a
score. So, another period of equal
time was also played, and the
score was still tied at the end of
this second overtime.
The format for a third overtime
is different than for regulation
play. Five players from each
squad are selected by the coaches
of the individual teams for a
"storke off." Rotating turns, the
referee blows the whistle and one
player tries to flick the ball" past
the opposing goalie, into the net.
Only three full rotations were
necessary Saturday. Williams
scored on their first three shots,
while Lesley Abrams was the only
successful player in the Bantams'
four attempts. Therefore, there
was no way the team could win;.
The final score was 2-1 infavor of
Williams.

•

*
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Ann Mathiason sprints down field in the field hockey team's 2-1 loss to Williams.
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Men's Soccer Thumped 5-0 At
Babson; Gains Tie At Williams
by Marc Esterman
The Trinity Bantams' varsity
soccer team went back on the road
again this past week but didn't
have quite the time Willie Nelsoiv
might have. Rather, they came
back singing the blues following a
trouncing by Babson and a disappointing tie with Williams.
Thus far this season, according
to the coaches, the major problems have been an overall lack of
front-line aggressiveness and scoring power. These two drawbacks,
coupled with a.string of injuries
and lapses of concentration at the
beginning of halves,' have contributed to the Bantams' slow
start.
As assistant coach Ivan Cohen

Field Hockey Drops First Game of82
Season In Stroke Off At Williams, 2-1
by Elizabeth Sobkov
S a t u r d a y ' s d i s m a l , rainy
weather dampened the Field
Hockey team's attempt for an
undefeated season.
At Williams, the home standing
Ephmen defeated: Trinity 2-1;
there was a lot more to the game
than the score indicated. The Bantams trailed 1-0 at halftime. The
goal came off of a corner, a shot
that the Trinity offense has been
trying, so far unsuccesfully, to
perfect, Bantam goalie Annie Collins described the goal as " a hard,
beautiful drive from the edge of
the striking circle."
In the second half, Trinity tied
the score on a goal by Laura Gill,
assisted by Susie Cutler. When the
final whistle blew, after 80
minutes of regulation play, the
score was still tied at one.
"If time permits," said Coach
Robin Sheppard, "all games ending in a tie are going to go into

*

Wednesday, the. team had
traveled to Amherst, Sheppard
felt that exciting was the word to
describe the 2-0 win. The first half
was scoreless. The second half,
however, brought out a strong
Trinity squad. Cutler scored the
first goal, to put the team up 1-0.
Gill assisted on Cutler's tally. The
insurance goal was scored by
defensive right back Abrams on a
rifle from the top of the striking
circle. The Bantams outshot their
hosts 24-6 for the afternoon.
Sheppard pointed out Gill,
Weezie Kerf, and Sue Casazza as
having had strong offensive
games; Defensively she cited
Abrams and Ginny Biggar.
The junior varsity also took on
Amherst and Williams this week.
They had the same results as the
varsity. Williams scored twice in
the second half to win 2-0 while
continued on page 14

noted, "we don't play with
enough fire on our bellies and we
haven't been getting sufficient offensive production from the forwards. We play well at times but
we have two many lapses of
intensity."
In the 5-0 loss to Babson on
Wesnesday, the home team scored
early and maintained a 1-0 lead
until the second half. Babson was
able to hold on to the shutout
despite some signs of recoyry by
Trinity, as the forward and midfield lines forced the play at times.
In the second half, everything
fell apart as the home team scored
three goals within the first '15
minutes and notched the final tally at the 35 minute mark.
Although no one specific could
be singled out as playing particularly poorly, from a technical
standpoint the team executed
about as wellas the SAGA mealcounter computer. However, nagging injuries to Mike Hurwitz,
Peter Appleton, and Mike Petrarca didn't aid matters any, either.
Following the loss, the coaches
were faced with the task of finding a solution for the team's
generally impotent style of play.
Rather than turn to firey pep talks
or yelling, Trinity resorted to
working harder in practice in an
effort to iron out some of the difficulties. The coaches scheduled
some hard workouts before the
Williams game and stressed ball
control and moving without the
ball in practice,
"Following the Babson game,
we wanted to improve our
rurming-off-the-ball. So we work-:
ed hard in practice on Thursday
and Friday, and the guys really
responded well, despite the aches
from the Wednesday game," head
coach Robie Schults explained.
That appeared to, have some
positive effect as Trinity jumped
off to. a 1-0 lead, which it kept un-

til, late in the contest. Vinnie
Melvin tapped one home from six
yards out on an unassited goal at
18:33.
"I figured that we'd have to
come out flying and take it to
them, playing on their field, and
we did. We ran down their throats
in the first half," noted Schults.
"I was disappointed that we
didn't run with Babson so I told
the team afterwards that if we ran
with Williams, we'd have a good
chance t a win."
Barney Corning gave Trinity a
2-0 lead at 12:00 of the second
half, scoring on a penalty kick.
But, as per usual, the Bantams'
c o n c e n t r a t i o n waned, a n d
Williams scored three goals within
six minutes to take a 3-2 lead, with
14 minutes left. '
Miller pulled a tie from the jaws
of defeat, however, at 38:33 as he
tapped a cross from Corning, who
beat the left fullback, inlo the
open cage. Double overtime
featured ample scoring opportunities for both teams, but John
Simons, who made 16 saves,
preserved the tie for Trinity,
Schults was pleased with the
results against a tough Williams
club, which is now 3-2-1 and ranked seventh in Division III.
"We played hard all game.
They capitalized on breaks to
fight back for the lead, but I was
proud of pur guys for coming
back for the tie,'' commented
Schults.
'•
In addition, the coach feels that
better times are ahead for Trinity.
"We let a couple of games slip
by, particulary . the W.P.I, and
M.I.T. games. But I feel that if we
can continue to improve on what
we started in the Williams' game,
we'll still have a good season."
The Bantams have six games
left to fullfil Schults' prophecies,
the first of which will be Salurday
against Tufts, at home.
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Sports—
Williams Swamped By Strong Trin Effort
Elia Scores Twice In
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Trinity's Second Win
by Stephen K. Gellman
The first half belonged to the
Trinity offense. The second half
belonged to the Bantams big-play
defense and the combination gave
Trinity an impressive 21-13 winover Williams at Williamstown.
Trinity's offense had been.pass
oriented throughout the first two
weeks of the season, but the Bantams rushing attack produced 186
yards Saturday, allowing Trinity
to control the ball throughout the
first half of play.
However, Trinity took the lead
on a one play "drive". After
Kevin O'Callahan had given the
Bantams excellent field position
with an interception at midfield,
quarterback Joe Shield found
Mike Elia wide open at the
Ephmen's 20. Elia cut across the
field and ran down the right side
into the end zone. Chris.Caskin
added the extra point to make the
score 7-0.
"That's a play Coach Miller
designed," said Elia of the scoring
strike, "He scouted Williams to a
tee. It was a delayed post pattern.
I went underneath the tight end
and they didn't see me."
The Bantams threatened to extend the lead on their next possesion. Shield started the drive by
hitting Tim McNamara for 12
yards at the Williams 42. Two
runs by Tom Clemmenson and
another by Elia brought the Bants
to the 27 yard line. Shield,
however, missed, three straight
passes and the Bantams lost
posession on downs.
After Williams' first move into
Trinity territory ended with a punt
through the end zone, the Bants
launched an 80 yard, 13 play scor-.
ing drive.
The march illustrated the

balance of the Bantam offense in
the first half. Shield hit on five of
six passes while six different running backs produced 42 yards on
seven attempts. Shield hit tight
end Steve McManus twice for big
gains as Trinity overcame a
holding penalty and went up 13-0
when Ned Ide dived over from the
one with 1:19 remaining in the
half. Caskin missed the extra
point try and the Bants went into
the half with a thirteen point lead.
The Trinity offense produced
212 first half yards, 108 on
ground and 104 through the air.
The Williams offense, on the
other hand, gained only 67 total
yards. The personality of the
game changed in the second half
as Williams ground out 199 yards,
only to have the Bantam defense
stop them twice inside the Trinity
five yard line.
The Bantam lead was extended
to 15-0 after Williams' first
possession of the second half ended with a center snap sailing over
the "punters head and out of the
end zone. Trinity failed to move
the ball after the free kick and a
25 yard punt by Dan Palazzolo
gave Williams excellent field
position.
After picking up a quick first
down the hosts were faced with
third and three at the Trinity 40.
Williams crossed-up the Bantam
defense and fullback Edward
Thomas, 112 yards on 20 carries,
broke a draw play for 34 yards
down the left sideline, Thomas
then carried' for a yard and
quarterback B.J. Connolly went
around left end for: four yards to
the one. On third and goal Connolly tried to sneak over for the
score, but the left side of the
Trinity defensive line stopped him

Paul Merrigan darts through a hole in the second half of Trinity's 21-13 win over Williams,
a foot short of the goal line.
On fourth down Thomas went
in for the score but halfback Sean
Crotty was called for motion and
Williams was pushed back to the
six where Williams tried once
more to move into the end zone.
"What happended was I was
looking for a tight end pop pass,"
said Bantam defensive end Rusty
William of the fourth down play,
"I hit the tight end and the whole
play opened up. I was late getting
to the quarterback, but I jumped
up and got my right hand on it."
The ball popped up in the air and
John Lemonick the other Bantam
defensive end, came down with
the interception at the 12 yard
line.
The Bantams offense had trou-

ble moving the ball through much
of the second half. " I t was just a
matter of being in tough field
position and Williams playing
good d e f e n s e a n d b e i n g
motivated," explained Trinity
head coach Don Miller. The facts
bear Miller out as the Bantam offense began possissions at their
own 12, 18, 2, and 20 yard lines
during the third and fourth
quarters.
Williams began their next threat
as the fourth quarter opened,
Thomas again was a key factor
for Williams as the strong
fullback carried the ball five times
for 29 yards. The Ephmen drove
to a first down at the Bantam
seven only to be denied again as
Connolly was stopped for no gain
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on ihird down and goal from the
two and overshot Thomas in the
end zone on fourth down.
Trinity defensive aswdisiuwr
Jim Faster said, "We've fried (o
emphasis all year that we have to
take a lot of pride when the opposition gets down to the goal
line. We've gotten belter."
The two defensive stands held
off Williams until ii was too late
for a serious liphmtin rally. Connolly did hit split end Paul Coleman for a nine yard scoring
strike with 4:35 remaining, but
when the two point conversion attempt failed all that remained was
one more heroic effort by fclia,
Following the initial Williams
continued on

Cross Country Uses Balanced
Team Effort To Upend Onion

fcy Steve Klots
In what might have been the
first Trinity cross country victory
ever over Union, the mighty running Bantams defeated the Dutchman by a Score of 26-29 in the
college's only home sports action
Saturday.
Trinity showed suprising depth
and strength as they took three of
the first five places. The Bants
also defeated the Williams JV,
winning easily 17-44. The women
saw some outstanding individual
performances, but still came out
in fourth place behind Williams,
Union, and Smith by a score of
32-61-66-67.

Steve Klots kicks for the finish line in Saturday's race.
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Last year Trinity went to
Schenectady and was defeated in a
close meet by score of 26-31.
Many of the Bantam runners
viewed this year's meet as a
grudge match due to that loss:
many felt that if the meet had
been at a course which the Trinity
runners knew they would have
won. Although the final score was
close, Trinity was not going to be
disappointed this year. Trinity
runners all passed enough individuals in the last mile to provide the margin of victory.
Coming in first was sophomore

Dave Barry with his incredible
half mile kick. With just over 200
yards to go Barry was trailing the
leading Union runner, Bill
MeRoberts, by four or five yards;
he came on strong to pull out the
victory, his time being 26:15 to
MeRoberts 26:17. Steve Klots
passed Dennis Contois of Union
with a mile to go in order to finish
third in a time of 26:29. Dave
Moughalian outkicked a Union
runner to take fifth by one second
in a time of 26:51. Finishing out
the top five were Steve Tall (7th)
and John Arbolino (12).
Although by themselves these
narrow individual victories do not
appear important, taken as a sum.
they provided the victory. Also
important was the displacement
provided by Joe Wire, David
O'Donnel, and Doug Williams in
the 13th through 15th positions.
They all finished in front of the
fifth Union man. Coach Ralph
Walde .said after the meet, 'The
top runners each edged a Union
runner for the margin of victory."
He was the first to point out that
it had been so long since the last
Trinity victory, and that perhaps
there had never been one.
In the women's race, junior cocaptain Elizabeth Amrien set a

new course record, beating the old
one held by Km by Sch'lein of
17:55, as she won the race in a
lime of 17:35. What made her victory and time seem even more incredible was the fact that she stopped to tie her shoe in the first halfmile of the race, but still won by a
substantial margin over second
place Karin l.ee of Smith. The
Bantams were hindered by injuries and a lack of depth. Sue
Ciferni, Barbara Sienel, arid cocaptain Pat Adams were all
unable to ran, CometiuenUy.
Trinity finished one point behind
the Smith team. Good races were
run by Anne Malabre in 12th,
Krica Thurman in Ifith, Hlizabeth
h'sposito (running against her old
schoolmates from Smith) in IKili,
Sue Pasieka in 20th, and Laura
O'Brien m 2ftih.
Although they were not able to
avenge ia$t year's loss to Williams
and Union, the team was quilt* a
bit closer in ihc scoring this Saturday, '*l-li/.abeth's TOUISC ICCONL

even wiili her stopping in the middle of (he race, certainly M S
noteworthy," was wteM
saki after the meet.
The nc\s m-js-: im tin1
runirvii will h» ;fsc \ i SC \ i '
as lijuklm KirS, :n H,^S<HI.

